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Chapter 1: Introduction

Travel Demand Modeling is an important component of a complex

transportation planning process. There exist two basic approaches in travel

demand analysis. Trip-based travel analysis methods concentrate on “analyzing

trip-related decisions without considering the time-use context in which the

activity participation and travel decisions are made” (Bhat & Koppelman 1999).

The “activity based approach” has been drawing attention of researchers

recently. Advocates argue that activity based travel analysis reveals a more

consistent understanding of the behavioral basis for individual decision-making

with respect to activity participation, place, time or mode choice (Bhat &

Koppelman 1999).

Inseparable from activity based travel demand modeling is the theory of

allocation of time. Allocation of time studies are of great interest to various

scientific disciplines: psychology, sociology, economics, and urban and

transportation planning among others. Psychologist Abraham Maslow (1970)

posited a “hierarchy of human needs” that distinguishes between lower and

higher human needs in order to obtain self-fulfillment, the highest of Maslow’s

needs. These “needs” arranged in the proposed order are responsible for

individual behavioral choices.

Economics on the other hand presents the allocation of time in the light of

micro-economic theory. Gary Becker (1965) proposed that “households are

producers as well as consumers and they produce commodities in the quantities

such that they maximize their utility function” (Becker 1965). DeSerpa in his work
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“The Theory of the Economics of Time” went one step farther saying that “utility

is a function not only of commodities but also of time allocated to them” (DeSerpa

1971). He also introduced constraints to individual’s decisions such as money

and time. Consumption of a certain amount of a commodity claims “some amount

of time to allocated to it” (DeSerpa 1971).  Pollak threw a different light on the

activity based approach. In his critique of Becker’s “household production model”

Pollak argued that variables used in the discussed model are not “commodities”

(the outputs of production process) but “utilities” (numbers representing

preferences) (Pollak 1975). In Pollak’s opinion the above misspecifications lead

to improper interpretation of the utility function as a production function (Pollak

1975).

A third area affected by allocation of time theory is urban and

transportation planning. Chapin (1974) in his research concentrated on the time

allocation of households based on twelve specified activity patterns. Household

time allocation has also been studied by investigators including: Jones & Clarke

(1983), Kitamura (1984, 1988, 1996), Kraan (1996), Bhat (1996,1997,1998),

Lawson (1996), Levinson (1996, 1999), Golob (1995), Stopher (1995), Chen &

Mokhtarian (2002).

Activity allocation through time has been described and categorized by

many authors in different ways. Harvey (2000) for instance suggested the idea of

“activity settings” and their influence on travel behavior, proposing classifying

time allocation into four basic daily activities: “sleep and other personal care, paid

work, housework, and leisure”. The activity setting, according to Harvey, explains
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social factors as “increasing influence of social interactions on trip generation

expressed as tendency for paid work to be carried out at home”.

The travel time budget literature is summarized by Mokhtarian and Chen

(2002). They conclude that travel time expenditures are not constant. That

finding is introduced to their model for expenditure of travel time and allocation of

time between activities. Chen and Mokhtarian (2002) propose three activity

categories: “mandatory (e.g. paid work), maintenance (e.g. grocery shopping,

doctor appointment), and discretionary (e.g. social, recreational)”. In order to

estimate their duration model, Chen and Mokhtarian believe in the endogenous

relationship between activity duration and travel time. The demand function in

their model is derived from a cost function based on utility maximization.

There are also other researchers interested in time budgets. While there

may be no travel time budget, the daily time budget which is at the disposal of

the individual in the household sums up to 1440 minutes per day (24 hours a

day). Levinson (1999) considers “daily activity budgets” and activity duration

consequences in modeling. Levinson classifies activities between location-

specific and travel. Location-specific activities are based on the origin-destination

information from a travel survey. The travel activity is described by trip purpose,

mode choice, trip duration (Levinson 1999). To conduct the travel duration

analysis Levinson (1999) presents a linear regression model, where daily travel

duration is a function of daily activity duration and daily activity frequency. Activity

duration in this model is characterized using spatial, socioeconomic and

demographic variables. Spatial variables used in the model are land use density,
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metropolitan area and population, region of the nation. For socioeconomic

variables Levinson considers household income for workers and non-workers

classified by gender. Demographic variables consist of gender, age, life cycle

stage (Levinson 1999). To conduct a complex analysis of travel duration

Levinson uses multinomial logit model. In his model he identifies four choices

time spent at (and in travel to) home, work, shop, and other activity as function of

the independent variables: activity frequency, day, month, gender, age,

household income, life cycle, residential density region, and metropolitan

population (Levinson 1999).

Stability of the travel time budget, activity duration, and travel time

expenditures is also a concern of this study. Travel demand modeling studies

may be conducted at either aggregate or disaggregate levels of analysis.

Aggregate studies focus on large scale observations such as Transportation

Analysis Zone (TAZ), city, or county, while disaggregate studies tend to be more

household, person or individual traveler oriented. At the disaggregate level,

activity based models help to understand individual household or traveler

behavior patterns. Travel time expenditures are found generally not stable for

disaggregate level of analysis but may be stable for the most aggregate level

(Chen and Mokhtarian 2002). This thesis uses a disaggregate approach.

 Supporters of individual travel time budgets such as Zahavi and Ryan

(1980) claim its relative stability across time and space. To support this idea

Zahavi (1979) developed the Unified Mechanism of Travel (UMOT) in which he

argued that travel time expenditures show some regular pattern. Travel time
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expenditures together with household, socio-economic, and transportation

characteristics reveal spatial and temporal stability.

Travel time budgets are found roughly stable and highly dependent upon

the allocation of time and activity choice (Schafer 2000). Similarly, activity

duration cannot be considered separately without specifying the amount of time

spent on travel time to a chosen activity. The positive relationship between the

time spent on travel from work to an activity and duration at this activity location

was described by Hamed and Mannering (1993) and by Kitamura (1997).

Activity based modeling can be also seen in terms of two other

approaches: more traditional classification of activity patterns including the utility

maximization strategy proposed by Ben-Akiva and Bowman (1995), and the

more recent micro-simulation approach (Lawton 1996). The micro-simulation

approach is based on cross-sectional daily activities analysis. However, it mainly

simulates the response or adaptation to change, such as transportation

infrastructure (Lawton 1996). The activity scheduling model assumes social

interactions among household members based on the short and long term

calendar (activity episodes with duration). The activity is sequenced and "location

is determined based on a distance-minimizing heuristic procedure" (Bhat, and

Cambridge Systematics, Inc. 2001). Examples of the micro-simulation approach

include SMASH (Simulation Model of Activity Scheduling Heuristics) (Ettema,

Borgers, Timmermans 1995), and AMOS (Activity-Mobility Simulator) (Pendyala,

Kitamura, Reddy 1995).
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This thesis will test the temporal and spatial stability of travel time, activity

frequency, and activity duration patterns for commuters in two Metropolitan

Areas: the Twin Cities and Puget Sound. To achieve this purpose the temporal,

spatial, and socio-economic characteristics of these two metropolitan areas will

be introduced. GLS (Generalized Least Squares Regression) for models of

activity frequency, activity duration, and travel time for the 1990 and 2000 Twin

Cities Travel Behavior Inventory Data as well as for the 1990 and 2000 Puget

Sound Transportation Panel Data are used to estimate the above relationship.

This analysis will finally produce twelve regression models (three models for two

years for two areas).

The next chapter of this thesis discusses The Metropolitan Travel Survey

Archive as a resource for travel demand studies. This chapter also presents

different approaches in data archiving and the strategies conducted by the

project researchers in order to build the archive and query it on-line. The third

chapter describes Data used in this study, including all data modifications and

database management. Chapter four Hypotheses provides the statistical

hypothesis formulation that are expected to be described by the data analysis.

Chapter five discusses the Methodology and modeling approaches employed in

this study. In chapter six one finds the analysis Results. This thesis is finished

with the Conclusions and Recommendation chapter discussing the main findings

and proposing the alternative solutions for future research.
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Chapter 2: Metropolitan Travel Survey Archive as a Database for Travel

Demand Research Studies

Household travel surveys are one of the most important tools used in

transportation planning and modeling. This leads researchers and practitioners

who are responsible for travel survey design to collect high quality and

comparable data. However, data cannot be compared if it is not archived or

presented in some manner. Archiving has been argued by many authors

(Stopher (2003), Axhausen (2001), Pendyala (2003) among others) at numerous

international conferences, including: IATBR (International Association of Travel

Behavior Research) from 1973 to 2003; Transport Surveys: Raising the

Standard, International Conference on Transport Survey Quality and Innovation

(2000); and TRB (Transportation Research Board) conferences.

The Metropolitan Travel Survey Archive (MTSA) database was developed

to preserve, store, and make survey resources publicly available via the Internet.

The archive is physically stored at the University of Minnesota Population’s

Center server at http://www.surveyarchive.org. The website has been designed

in such a manner that data stored is clearly described and easy to download.

(See screenshots from the archive, figure 1 & 2). The MTSA has been created by

this thesis’ author and her advisor, Civil Engineering Professor David Levinson,

with funding from the United States Department of Transportation’s Bureau of

Transportation Statistics. In the first stage of the project, investigators formally

contacted the 50 largest Metropolitan Planning Organizations. Each agency

received both formal (letter on letterhead) and informal (email requests to the

http://www.surveyarchive.org.
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seemingly responsible staffer). After the first two months many surveys with

documentation and reports were collected. However about 40% of the asked

agencies did not respond. At that point the investigators started to create a web

page to put the data that we managed to gather. The following step was to send

another set of request letters to these agencies and re-contact people who

promised to provide us with the crucial data.  By that time the Metropolitan Travel

Survey Archive administered about 15 travel surveys. Because many reports that

had been sent were only available in a paper version (hard copies) we started, at

the same time to digitize the reports and documentation into a standard format

(pdf) and put it on the Internet. Soon the project has been announced on the

main transportation email lists such as the Travel Model Improvement Program

(TMIP), State DOTs' DOT@LISTSERV, UTSG (University Transportation Studies

Group). At this time there are over 60 surveys from 28 metro areas and states

together with documentation and reports available on the project web page.

These surveys have been posted in the form they were provided. Each metro

area has developed its own survey methodology and data structure, often

varying by year, so there are nearly 60 different data formats that one needs to

work on.  Some differ only in field names, others in the software required to

translate them.

In order to standardize the obtained data the Data Documentation

Initiative (DDI) standard has been introduced to the archive. DDI is a metadata

standard used for documenting datasets developed in European and North

American data archives, libraries and official statistics agencies (DDI 2004).
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There exists a desire to document datasets in DDI as a primarily metadata

format. The DDI idea is characterized as “an effort to establish an international

criterion and methodology for the content, presentation, transport, and

preservation of 'metadata' about datasets in the social and behavioral sciences”

(World Wide Web Consortium 2002). The DDI standards have been used by a

wide range of organizations and platforms.

Since standardization and reporting of the survey data is highly needed,

sophisticated software to build DDI is required. There exist a few international

projects that deal with metadata application in social science archiving. First the

DDI Initiative in USA, Canada and Europe to develop metadata for social science

data resources has been pursued by researchers and Universities. A second

platform represents NESSTAR (Networked Social Science Tools and

Resources), a European social science project providing access to many data

archives over the Internet. The NESSTAR project joins the efforts of three

organizations: the Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD), UK Data

Archive and the Danish Data Archive (DDA) (Nestar.org 2002). Also based on

the NESSTAR platform a European travel survey archive the ETHTDA

(Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule Travel Data Archive) in Switzerland

has been built. Using ETHTDA on-line archive enables to conduct simple data

analysis. The more sophisticated version of NESSTAR is FASTER (Flexible

Access to Statistics Tables and Electronic Resources) project is sponsored by

the European Commission under the auspices of the Fifth Framework

Programme.
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Another project that promotes metadata standards in data archiving are

carried out by the Space-Time Research in Australia (project named ComeIn).

"The aim of ComeIn is to develop a general metadata interface that can serve as

an integration layer between local metadata repositories and different user tools

(resource discovery tools, data dissemination tools, tabulation tools etc.). In order

to provide a maximum level of portability across systems and platforms, the

ComeIn interface will according to the plans be accessible through CORBA,

COM, as well as XML" (Norwegian Social Science Data Services 1999). Other

resources for metadata archiving are available in Europe at the Institute for

Social and Economics Research affiliated with the University of Essex in UK

(MTUS - Multinational Time Use Study) as well as at the Bureau of National

Statistics in UK.

The United States metadata experience includes Survey Documentation

and Analysis (SDA) software created by the University of California. SDA is the

set of programs developed and maintained by the Computer-assisted Survey

Methods Program (CSM). Another project is hosted by Integrated Public Use

Microdata Series (IPUMS) at the University of Minnesota since 1997. The

reasons why the IPUMS has been created are the inconsistency in the design of

the surveys' samples, wide variety of coding procedures and different

approaches in general taken by investigators. IPUMS proposes its own solutions

to deal with the non-homogenous data sets: "The IPUMS assigns uniform codes

across all the samples and brings relevant documentation into a coherent form to

facilitate analysis of social and economic change" (IPUMS2004).The
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Metropolitan Travel Survey Archive developed a partnership with IPUMS located

at The Minnesota Population Center at the University of Minnesota which fruited

with numerous advantages for the MTSA. Firstly, the new website of the MTSA is

now placed on the Population’s Center server and is professionally archived and

maintained. Secondly, part of our data has been prepared with cooperation of

Population Center to use SDA software. Presently two household travel surveys

data sets, Twin Cities 1990 and 2000 TBI are actually running on the SDA

software. SDA enables researchers to query the data set as well as carry on

simple analysis such as frequencies and cross-tabulations, comparisons of

means (with complex std errors), correlation matrix, comparisons of correlations ,

regression (ordinary least squares), logit and probit regression (see example of

TC1990 survey, and TC2000 survey  figures 3a,b). As an example of the simple

statistical analysis that can be conducted using MTSA is correlation matrix.

Variables gender, age, number of trips, and licensed drivers are correlated in the

matrix. Figure 4b represents correlation matrix for TC1990 data, and Figure 5b

represents the same one for TC2000 data.
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Figure 1. Metropolitan Travel Survey Archive, main page.

Source: http://www.surveyarchive.org

http://www.surveyarchive.org
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Figure 2. Metropolitan Travel Survey Archive, archive structure page.

Source: http://www.surveyarchive.org

http://www.surveyarchive.org
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Figure 3a. MTSA, Metadata in SDA for the Twin Cities 1990 TBI.

Source: http://www.surveyarchive.org

http://www.surveyarchive.org
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Figure 3b. MTSA, Metadata in SDA for the Twin Cities 2000 TBI.

Source: http://www.surveyarchive.org

http://www.surveyarchive.org
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Figure 4a. MTSA, Statistical Analysis with SDA for the Twin Cities 1990 TBI.

Source: http://www.surveyarchive.org

http://www.surveyarchive.org
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Figure 4b. MTSA, Correlation Matrix with SDA for the Twin Cities 1990 TBI.

Source: http://www.surveyarchive.org

http://www.surveyarchive.org
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Figure 5a. MTSA, Statistical Analysis with SDA for the Twin Cities 2000 TBI.

Source: http://www.surveyarchive.org

http://www.surveyarchive.org
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Figure 5b. MTSA, Correlation Matrix with SDA for the Twin Cities 2000 TBI.

Source: http://www.surveyarchive.org

http://www.surveyarchive.org
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Chapter 3: Data

This study uses data sets from each of four surveys available at the

Metropolitan Travel Survey Archive, including information about households,

persons and trips. The first data set used for this study is the 1990 TBI Travel

Behavior Inventory (TBI) Household Travel Survey for Twin Cities. The 1990 TBI

household travel survey was conducted between June and December 1990 in

seven counties in the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area: Anoka, Carver, Dakota,

Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott and Washington. The survey was completed by 9,476

households and the sample was drawn from 875,504 households in total in Twin

Cities in 1990 (1990 TBI Summary Report). The 1990 TBI survey was conducted

by mailing survey materials to a randomly drawn sample of households in the

seven counties area. This household travel survey consists of household

information called the questionnaire and a survey instrument called the travel

diary (see example, figure 6). The questionnaire was designed to provide

answers in such categories as: vehicle availability, income, name, gender, age,

driver’s license, employment status, number of jobs, hours per week for

employed (1992 Home Interview Survey Methodology and Results). The travel

diary on the other hand was targeted to capture information about “one-way

person trips taken in vehicles”. Only trips made by all household members 5

years old and older during on travel day (24-hour period) were recorded. The

travel diary for this study embodies the following: household address and

identification, household member identification, travel day date, workplace

address, company name, trip information, trip start, trip end, type of vehicle used
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and occupancy, purpose of the trip, household members who walked, biked on

the travel day and many other questions.

The TBI 2000 household travel survey was conducted between April 2001

and September 2001 in the seven-county area and thirteen adjacent counties

(2001 Home Interview Survey Report). The survey was successfully completed

by 8,961 households out of 1,226,229 total households in the 20-county study

area (2001 Home Interview Survey Report). The TBI 2000 household survey was

conducted using the telephone interview methodology. The database of listed

and unlisted telephone numbers was created using random digit dialing. This

survey combined two elements, telephone interview scripts and travel diary to

collect household and person socio-economic data as well as in the second

telephone interview the trip information (2001 Home Interview Survey Report).

The travel diary was an updated version of the 1990 survey.

The 1990 Puget Sound Transportation Panel was comprised of 1,700

households in the four-county central Puget Sound area, including counties:

King, Kitsap, Pierce, and Snohomish (Puget Sound Transportation Panel 1989-

2000 Report). The first wave of this survey was conducted in the fall of 1989

including telephone interview and travel diary instruments mailed out.  There

were also second and third waves of this survey in the fall of 1990 and in the fall

of 1991. The study finally covered household information, travel diaries,

demographic, and work trips. Wave nine of the transportation panel took place in

2000. In 2000 the Puget Sound Transportation Panel consisted of 1,727

households which successfully completed the survey between October and
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December 2000 (2000 Puget Sound Transportation Panel-Wave 9). The survey

materials were first mailed to the respondents and then the answers were

collected via telephone. The 2000 survey consisted of the complete packet of

travel diaries, diary supplements, and attitude and values surveys.

This study modifies the original data sets. The original data for all four

surveys are arranged in the three main files.  The first file is called

"HOUSEHOLD" and contains information with household characteristics, the

second file called "PERSON" includes person information, and the last one called

"TRIP" covers the travel diary information. Applying regression models to these

data requires first merging the multiple datasets associated with each survey into

one file. The merging was conducted based on the common variable "household

ID" and “person ID”. The next step in the process of preparing the new data sets

now called accordingly "TC1990", “TC2000”, “PS1990”, and “PS2000” is to

compute the duration of an activity using Levinson and Kanchi's algorithm (2001)

(Figure 7). According to this algorithm to compute activity duration it is necessary

to have start and end times of each single trip, and person ID, and for each

person to start and end at the same location. The activity duration for the first

activity for the first individual equals the difference in time between the

destination of a particular trip and origin of the next trip for the same individual.

After calculating activity duration the daily time budget constraint is introduced

(see Figure 7 for details). This means that the daily time spent on all activities

(and travel to those activities) for an individual cannot exceed 1440 minutes. All

persons with total duration not equal to 1440 minutes have been deleted. Missing
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and incorrect observations were also deleted for all datasets. Another constraint

refers to independent variable age saying that the age taken into the

consideration is between 17 and 65 years old (see table 1 for categorical

variables and table 2). Other data modifications also took place, converting

categorical variables income, and household size to dummy variables.
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Table 1. Categorical Variables Description.

Variable
Name

Category Value Dummy
Variable

Age 17-27 1 dumage1

28-38 2 dumage2

39-49 3 dumage3

50-65 4 dumage4

Income less than $7,500 1 duminc1

$7,500-$15,000 2 duminc2

$15,000-$25,000 3 duminc3

$25,000-$35,000 4 duminc4

$35,000-$45000 5 duminc5

$45,000-$55,000 6 duminc6

$55,000-$75,000 7 duminc7

over $75,000 8 duminc8

Household Size 1 person 1 dumpeople1

2 persons 2 dumpeople2

3 persons 3 dumpeople3

4 persons 4 dumpeople4

5 persons 5 dumpeople5

6 persons 6 dumpeople6

7 persons 7 dumpeople7

8 persons 8 dumpeople8

Gender female 1

male 0

Source: Calculated by author.
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Table 2. Data Modifications.

CATEGORIES TC1990 TC2000 PS1990 PS2000
Original data set 98535 X1 50003 X1 16384 X1 16384 X1

Delete missing
data &
delete
0<=dur>=1440

20409 -a 2542 -a 7361 -a 5346 -a

Age ≠  17-64 43876 -b 28644 -b  0 -b 3374 -b
Income ≠ 1-8 cat 6928 -c 4745 -c 1312 -c 699 -c
Delete not
employed

10910 -d 2051 -d 149 -d 594 -d

Travel time> 130
minutes

6780 4872 2150 1980

Final dataset 9632 X2 6699 X2 5412 X2 4391 X2

Source: Calculated by author.
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Figure 6. Travel Diary for the TC 1999 Home Interview Survey.
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Figure 7 . Activity Duration Algorithm.

Person
ID

Origin
Location

Destinati
on

Location

Origin
Time

Destination
Time

Activity
Duration

Travel
Time

1 Home Day Care 7:30 7:45 15 15
1 Day Care Work 8:00 9:30 480 30
1 Work Shop 17:30 17:45 60 15
1 Shop Other 18:45 19:15 45 30
1 Other Other 20:00 20:15 45 15
1 Other Home 21:00 21:10 650 10
2 Home Work 6:30 7:30 480 60
2 Work Other 15:30 16:00 30

* The final activity duration is calculated based on subtracting destination time at home from the
 origin time from home and adding 1440 minutes to meet the constraint of the daily time budget
 equal to 24 hours (7:30-21:10+1440=650).

Source: Calculated based on (Levinson and Kanchi 1998).
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Chapter 4: Hypotheses

This thesis compares the temporal, stability within each region and the

spatial transferability between the two regions based on four travel surveys

conducted in the Twin Cities (TBI), and Puget Sound (PS). There are three travel

behavior models estimated four times each (one for each city and year).

Activity frequency for all person-trips per day for all activities is expected

to be explained by socio-economic variables such as age, gender, household

size, income, and employment status, as well as spatial variables, here

measured as distance from home to work. Higher activity frequency is expected

for employed females "Adult women are more likely then men to stop at multiple

destinations on the way to or from work and make more trips to and from work"

(McGuckin, Murakami 1999). The role of women in the transportation process

and labor participation is more significant than in the past. According to Kitamura

and others (1988) women have always made "household sustaining" trips such

as shopping, dropping kids at daycare, and other non-work based trips. Since

women historically and traditionally conducted more household-oriented

activities, this feature undoubtedly impacts their transportation choices. On

average women make about 50% more stops on the way home from work, and

80% more work related tours than men do (McGuckin, Murakami 1999). It has

been also hypothesized by Levinson and Kumar (1995) that persons with higher

income make more stops, especially more chained trips in order to buy services

that previously were performed at home. In terms of distance from home to work

the lower the distance the less activity frequency is expected. On the other hand
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if the home-work distance is longer, people are more likely to chain their trips on

their way home. For instance, people may stop by a grocery on the way home

from work if there is a shopping center nearby, especially if the next shopping

center is far away from home. Travelers chain their trips because it is more

efficient and convenient to visit grocery store, shopping center, pick up a child

from a daycare, visit a doctor, on the way home from work. Trip chaining is not

tested in this thesis and is used as an example of behavior typical for travelers on

their way from work to home.

Total time spent at work may be explained with the same set of socio-

economic and spatial variables. Duration of an activity should vary by gender

(women spend more time on certain activities, e.g. shopping). In this thesis time

at work is examined. It is hypothesized that the higher the age the longer the

duration. People from the age group 50 to 65 have fewer young children and

fewer family related responsibilities as younger adults. They may spend more

time at work than when they just started their careers. The longer people work

the more money they earn. The higher the income, the more the duration, and

the higher the distance the longer the duration. People may work more if they

earn more. Once they commute longer distances they may stay as well longer at

work because it is more reasonable then to spend more time at work, earn more

money than waste time on commuting. People prefer to manage their time so

they spend more time on the activity that provides them more utility. In other

words if one benefits more from spending more time at work (by earning more

money) then work has higher utility  than spending that same time at other
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activities. Considering the time spent at work (activity duration at work) men are

expected to spend more time at work than women. Women as it was mentioned

above tend to spend more time on family related responsibilities: pick up from

daycare, shopping, cooking, and doing general household chores, leaving less

time for work.

Total travel time to work can be explained by socio-economic and spatial

variables. Travel time is assumed to be higher for men than for women. The

higher the income, the higher the travel time to work. The maximum utility theory

is also applicable for travel time spent commuting to work. The more utility work

provides the more time one is willing to spend commuting. The longer the

distance from home to work the higher the travel time. It has been also shown

that women commute shorter distances than men because of the family-related

commitments, limited access to automobiles or lower paid jobs in general

(McGuckin, Murakami 1999). However, after controlling for distance, gender may

have an effect. The more people in the household, especially children, the

shorter the commuting trips for women to enable remaining closer to home and

participating in family life (McGuckin, Murakami 1999).

In general the shorter the distance between home and work the shorter

the travel time. This relationship is not always true because of congestion

occurring during peak periods. The travel time also depends on the location of

the workplace. If the workplace is located in the CBD (Central Business District)

such as downtown Minneapolis, Saint Paul or Seattle, travel time from the

suburbs is expected to be higher. This relationship has been observed, for
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instance in the Baltimore Metropolitan Area (BRTB 2001). Sometimes the

distance from home to work is relatively short but travel time is greater than from

the suburbs to suburbs (assuming greater distance) commuting due to different

travel speeds on urban and suburban roads (Levinson and Kumar 1994).

However, for this analysis the distance is posited to be positively related with

travel time overall.

All the above relationships are posited to be robust as well as temporally

(the 10-year study period) and spatially stable (result tables 4, 5, 6). In addition to

this summary statistics are calculated for all the above mentioned models (tables

3 through 5).
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Table 3. Summary Statistics for TC1990.

Variable Name Mean Standard
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Duration 322 334 1 1430

Activity Frequency 5.61 2.82 1 19

Travel time 21.27 10.80 2 120

Gender .530 .499 0 1

Distance 19.95 7.66 1.14 44.49

Age from 28 to 38 .336 .472 0 1

Age from 39 to 49 .164 .370 0 1

Age from 50 to 64 .175 .380 0 1

Income from $7,500 to
$15,000 .017 .130 0 1

Income from $15,000 to
$25,000 .082 .275 0 1

Income from $25,000 to
$35,000 .124 .330 0 1

Income from $35,000 to
$ 45,000 .182 .386 0 1

Income from $ 45,000
to $55,000 .206 .404 0 1

Income from $55,000 to
$75,000 .227 .419 0 1

Income over $75,000 .157 .364 0 1

Household size =
2 people .437 .496 0 1

Household size =
3 people .274 .446 0 1

Household size =
4 people .143 .350 0 1

Household size =
5 people .023 .151 0 1
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Table 4. Summary Statistics for TC2000.

Variable Name Mean Standard
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Duration 310 325 1 1425

Activity Frequency 5.95 3.20 1 21

Travel time 23.36 13.41 1 120

Gender .492 .499 0 1

Distance 20.01 8.69 .91 47.25

Age from 28 to 38 .221 .415 0 1

Age from 39 to 49 .235 .424 0 1

Age from 50 to 64 .278 .448 0 1

Income from $7,500
to $15,000 .017 .132 0 1

Income from $15,000
to $25,000 .041 .199 0 1

Income from $25,000
to $35,000 .075 .264 0 1

Income from $35,000
to $ 45,000 .030 .172 0 1

Income from $ 45,000
to $55,000

.248 .432 0 1

Income from $55,000
to $75,000 .400 .489 0 1

Income over $75,000 .185 .388 0 1

Household size =
2 people .529 .499 0 1

Household size =
3 people .122 .327 0 1

Household size =
4 people .067 .251 0 1

Household size =
5 people .281 .449 0 1
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Table 5. Summary Statistics for PS1990.

Variable Name Mean Standard
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Duration 1043 594 1 1439

Activity Frequency 6.89 6.05 1 37

Travel time 19.96 16.44 1 120

Gender .538 .498 1 0

Distance 8.86 9.07 .4 75.8

Age from 28 to 38 .273 .445 0 1

Age from 39 to 49 .264 .440 0 1

Age from 50 to 64 .295 .456 0 1

Income from $7,500 to
$15,000 .077 .267 0 1

Income from $15,000 to
$25,000 .123 .329 0 1

Income from $25,000 to
$35,000 .071 .258 0 1

Income from $35,000 to
$ 45,000 .098 .297 0 1

Income from $ 45,000
to $55,000 .297 .457 0 1

Income from $55,000 to
$75,000 .188 .390 0 1

Income over $75,000 .133 .340 0 1

Household size =
2 people .356 .478 0 1

Household size =
3 people .269 .443 0 1

Household size =
4 people .218 .413 0 1

Household size =
5 people .063 .243 0 1
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Table 6. Summary Statistics for PS2000.

Variable Name Mean Standard
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Duration 706 653 1 1439

Activity Frequency 4.14 3.70 1 19

Travel time 18.87 16.37 1 120

Gender .483 .499 0 1

Distance 7.36 9.26 0 94.1

Age from 28 to 38 .226 .418 0 1

Age from 39 to 49 .259 .438 0 1

Age from 50 to 64 .290 .453 0 1

Income from $7,500 to
$15,000 .008 .093 0 1

Income from $15,000 to
$25,000 .021 .146 0 1

Income from $25,000 to
$35,000 .060 .238 0 1

Income from $35,000 to
$ 45,000 .110 .313 0 1

Income from $ 45,000
to $55,000 .137 .344 0 1

Income from $55,000 to
$75,000 .226 .418 0 1

Income over $75,000 .432 .495 0 1

Household size =
2 people .311 .463 0 1

Household size =
3 people .202 .402 0 1

Household size =
4 people .231 .421 0 1

Household size =
5 people .142 .349 0 1
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Chapter 5: Statistical Methodology

Even though Ordinary Least Square Regression (Greene 2000) is

commonly used to estimate the unknown parameters of the stochastic

relationship explained by regression, GLS (Generalized Least Squares

Regression) is more appropriate for this analysis. GLS provides better

explanation of the data because a significant heteroskedasticity (non

homogenous variance of disturbances) has been revealed. Heteroskedasticity

and autocorrelation of error terms is common for cross-section, time series and

panel data. To overcome heteroskedasticity, log or squared-root transformation

can be used, but for this data it would largely increase the difficulty of

interpretation of the regression effects on the explanatory variables. The

expected value of the response variables is statistically modeled, that is, it is

expressed as a linear combination of explanatory variables. Generalized Linear

Models (GLM) could be applied to more complicated, non-normal data. GLM

models are useful to handle the problem of nonlinearity through nonlinear

functions that transform the expected value of the categorical or count variable

into a linear function of the explanatory variables. It is possible to use GLM

modeling procedure in this study but, for the simplification and interpretation

reasons GLS is chosen to estimate activity frequency, duration and travel time

models.

The  main  assumption  for  the  OLS,  which  is  first  tested,  is  that  the

disturbance are uncorrelated with each other and have a constant variance

(homoskedasticity) (Greene 2000).
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The OLS general equation is:

y X= +

With the following properties:

X
E 2

[ / ] 0
[ '/ ]

=
=

The first property states that the disturbances have conditional mean

equal zero. The second property claims that the disturbances are independent

and identically distributed with the conditional variance 2 . Additional

assumptions include: conditional variance is multivariate normal and  is an

identity matrix. If the two first conditions hold it has been found that the OLS

estimator is the best linear unbiased, consistent and asymptotically normally

distributed, and efficient among other estimators belonging to the CAN

(consistent, and asymptotically normally distributed) family of estimators (Greene

2000).

The OLS estimator is "b" described as:

b X X X y X X X1 1( ' ) ' ( ' ) '− −= = +

In this study it was found that the second condition does not hold. To test

for heteroskedasticity the Breusch-Pagan (also known as Cook and Weisberg

test for heteroskedasticity) test has been performed. It is a modified Lagrange

multiplier test hypothesizing that (Greene 2000):

i iz2 2
0( )′= +

Where:

iz is a vector of independent variables
  then model is homoscedastic0=
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The test can be performed for the simple regression. Then the Lagrange

Multiplier (LM) is of the following form:

LM g Z Z Z Z g11 ( )
2

−′ ′ ′=   

Where:

i

i
i

Z  is the n (P+1) matrix of the observations (1,z
eg  is the vector of observations of g

e e n

2

1

)

( / )−

×

=
′

The null hypothesis for the heteroskedasticity is that “LM is asymptotically

distributed as chi-squared with the degrees of freedom equal to the number of

variables in iz ” (Greene 2000). The critical value for the chi-square with one

degree of freedom is 2.706, so if the computed LM is greater than the critical at

90% confidence level, the null hypothesis is rejected.

 If the second assumption about the IID property of disturbances fails then

GLS can be applied. OLS is no longer the best estimator and the estimated

standard errors for OLSb̂  are no longer true because now the disturbances have a

different conditional variances (Greene 2000). The GLS estimator is of the

following form:

GLSb X X X y1 1 1ˆ ( )− − −′ ′=

Where  is a positive definite variance-covariance matrix.

For the purposes of the comparison of the models among cities and years

the Transferability Test Statistic (TTS) is used. This measure is appropriate to

control for model transferability on disaggregated level data. The TTS was first

recognized by Atherton and Ben Akiva (1976) and is defined as twice the
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difference in log-likelihood for the transferred model estimated in context of i for

the application in context j (Ortuzar, Willumsen 1994). The Transferability Test

Statistic is defined as:

{ }2 ( ) ( )j i j jTTS L ∗ ∗= − −

Where:

)(*
ijL θ is Log Likelihood of the transferred model estimated with

iθ coefficients (1990 model)

)(*
jjL θ is Log Likelihood of the transferred model estimated with

jθ coefficients (2000 model)

The TTS is distributed as Chi-square with degrees of freedom equal to the

number of linear restrictions (number of model parameters). The null hypothesis

about the model transferability is rejected when Chi-square computed from TTS

statistics is greater than Chi-square critical.

Goodness of fit tests are often used in regression analysis to judge how

well the model predicts the data. The statistical interpretation of R2 says that it is

“a squared correlation between the observed values of y and the predictions

produced by the estimated regression equation” (Greene 2000). The

mathematical form of the coefficient of determination is:

2

ˆˆ )
ˆˆ( )

i i ii2

2
i ii i

(y -y)(y y
R =

(y -y) y y

 − 
   −   

∑
∑ ∑
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 Where:

y        is predicted value
y        is estimated value
y        is estimation of predicted value
ˆ
ˆ

In order to test statistical significance of the socioeconomic and spatial

variables coefficients, the T-test is used.

b

H b
H b

0 : 0
: 0

=

≠

The null hypothesis H0 sets the regression coefficients equal to zero to indicate

statistical insignificance. The alternative hypothesis Hb sets the regression

coefficients different from zero indicating statistical significance. Rejecting H0 at

90% confidence level means that the coefficient is statistically different from zero.

The appropriate test statistics is "T ", sometimes also labeled the t-ratio.

k

bk

bt
s

=

kb is an estimator of the parameter

bk
s is the standard error of the estimator
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Chapter 6: Results

Overview

The linear regression models were applied for the Twin Cities 1990 and

2000 data and for Puget Sound 1990 and 2000 data. The GLS regression model

for all trips per day per person that is estimated is of the following form (all

models are estimated for employed individuals only).

0 1 2 3 4 5
F X= + + + + +

Subject to:

F Daily activity frequency

G Person's gender

I Person's income

A Persons' age

P Number of people in a household

X Distance from home to work

Model coefficients estimated

The independent variables such as gender, age, income, and number of

people in a household, which were collected as categorical variables have been

converted to dummy variables for the purpose of this study.

The second linear regression model also performed for all employed persons is

of the below form:

0 1 2 3 4 5D X= + + + + +
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Subject to:

D Daily time spent at work

G Person's gender

I Person's income

A Persons' age

P Number of people in a household

X Distance from home to work

Model coefficients estimated

The third linear model is for total travel time of an activity.

0 1 2 3 4 5T X= + + + + +

Subject to:

T Home to work travel time

G Person's gender

I Person's income

A Persons' age

P Number of people in a household

X Distance from home to work

Model coefficients estimated

Heteroskedasticity Test

To control for the potential existence of heteroskedasticity, the Cook-Weisberg

test was performed for all models. The first step in this procedure includes
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Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression estimation. Once the OLS is

performed, a heteroskedasticity test was applied. The null hypothesis for this test

assumes homoscedasticity of variance and for this study has been strongly

rejected at the 90% confidence level for almost all models. The next step leads to

using GLS rather than OLS estimation of models. To ensure a consistent

estimation method and allow comparison across models GLS is used

everywhere. The summary results for the heteroskedasticity are presented in

table 7.

Twin Cities

Activity Frequency

The TC1990 activity frequency model is estimated first. The overall R-

square for the model is equal to 0.0151 (table 8). Significant variables include

distance from home to work, age, income. The longer the distance the lower the

activity frequency. Older persons make more stops on the way to and from work.

The number of people in a household is negatively associated with activity

frequency. Income is significant and positively related with activity frequency, the

higher the income more activities are observed.

The next estimated model, using the same estimation procedure is the

TC2000 activity frequency. The GLS model provides an R-square of 0.0169

(table 8). The positive relationship is observed for age; the older the individuals

are the more they tend to stop on their way to from work. Negative relation is

observed for distance. Unlike it was expected income is positively related with
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the number of stops. The more people earn the more stops they make.

Individuals in larger households make more stops in general.

Time at Work

The TC1990 activity duration model for commuters is also estimated

based first on GLS assumptions. R-square equals 0.0251, the model is relatively

weak with almost no significance (see table 9 for results). Only distance and age

form 38-49 are significant and positively related to duration as well as individuals

from three-person households.

The TC2000 activity duration for commuters is performed using the GLS

procedure too. Age category from 27 to 65 years old is negatively related with

duration, which leads us to reject the hypothesis about longer work time

increasing with the age. Income is positively related with time spent at work,

which agrees with the hypothesis about work time increasing with income (table

9).

Travel Time to Work

The TC1990 travel time model for commuters is estimated next. R-square

is high for this model (0.1773). Distance and age are positively related with the

travel time. Income and number of people in the household variables are not

statistically significant in this model (table 10). This leads us to sustain the

hypothesis about longer travel times with the increase of distance. The TC2000

travel time model similarly is estimated using the GLS method. Distance is

positively related with travel time (table 10). Age is negatively related with the

travel time which is not consistent with the hypothesis about the longer travel
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time due to the increasing age. Only two persons households reveal positive

significance.

Puget Sound

For the Puget Sound data the same three models: activity frequency,

activity duration, and travel time for commuters, the OLS and GLS procedure

have been estimated.

Activity Frequency

The Puget Sound 1990 activity frequency model is estimated based on the

GLS assumptions. Significant variables include age from 27 to 49 years old,

income, and number of persons 3 through 5 in a household (table 8). People

from between the ages of 27 and 49 make fewer stops on their way to and from

work, which is consistent with the hypothesis. The more money people have, the

more stops they make, this is also consistent with the hypothesis. Individuals

from 3, 4 and 5 person households make fewer stops. This behavior can be

explained with the fact that 3 person families probably don't have  young children

and make fewer stops (no drop off/pick up to/from the daycare on the way to

work, less shopping, etc.).

The PS2000 activity frequency model is estimated by GLS. Goodness of

fit is better than for the same model for the TC2000 data (table 8). Observed

activity frequency versus predicted for PS2000 reveals R-square at the level of

15%.  Age is positively related with the activity frequency, income is not

significant except for the lowest income level (income category 2), and the

number of people is negatively associated with the number of stops.
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Time at Work

The PS1990 activity duration model is predicted using the same method

as the 1990 the duration model for the Twin Cities using OLS and then GLS. The

goodness of fit coefficient equals 17% for this model. The significant variables in

this model are: distance, age from 27 to 38 and number of people in the

household (table 9). Distance is positively related with travel time as well as

number of people which is consistent with the hypotheses.

The PS2000 activity duration on the other hand is estimated next. R-

square is 0.1246. Distance is positively related with work duration and age is

negatively related (table 9). Number of people in a household from 2 to 5 is

positively related. If the household size is over 5 people there is less duration at

work observed.

Travel Time to Work

The last Puget Sound models are 1990 and 2000 travel time regressed

versus gender, age, income, household size, and distance. The 1990 PS travel

time model for commuters is estimated using GLS assumption. The overall R-

square equals 0.6673. Distance is positively related with the travel time to and

from work which is consistent with the hypothesis (table 10). The same

procedure was used for the PS2000 travel time model. R-square obtained is

about 0.7074. Only distance and age 27 to 38 is positively associated with the

daily work commute revealing the consistency with the hypothesis.
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Travel Time and Distance

To show the relationship between the travel time and distance for all four

years, the correlation plots were used (see figures 8, 9, 10, 11). Travel time and

distance are positively correlated with each other for all 1990 and 2000 travel

time models.

Aggregate Models

In addition to those tests performed on the disaggregated level the

aggregated level tests have been performed to illustrate how goodness of fit and

significance change using the same data. The aggregated tests have been

performed for the activity model. The data have been aggregated by the

geographical variable TAZ (Traffic Analysis Zone). For the Twin Cities 1990

model aggregation decreased the number of observations from 9632 to 1044.

The R-square highly improved from 1% to 68%. The number of significant

variables decreased. The same procedure for the 2000 model decreased the

number of observations from 6699 to 1084. The R-square also highly improved

from 2% to 69%, but again the number of significant observations decreased for

the aggregated model. The Puget Sound 1990 aggregated model for activity

frequency performed better than disaggregated one. The number of observations

decreased due to aggregation from 5412 to 93. The goodness of fit coefficient

increased from 1% to 43% but the number of the significant variables remained

about the same. The 2000 activity aggregated model for Puget Sound data

shortened the number of observations from 4391 to 661, the R-square increased

from 15% to 48%, and the number of significant variables decreased. The
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conclusion from this test is that aggregation highly improved the regression

goodness of fit measure. However the R-square increased, the number of

significant variables slightly decreased. Concluding, for the purpose of this study

the individual level models (disaggregate) provide better explanation of the

variables' significance than aggregated models, but on the other hand they give

worse goodness of fit for the models (see table 11 for results). At the aggregate

level one can see average behavior that is characteristic for many commuters.

From a statistical point of view, aggregation provides less variability in data and

therefore the coefficient of determination is higher.

Transferability Tests

To test for temporal and spatial stability, the Transferability Test Statistic is

used. The test specifications first require comparing difference in log-likelihood

for two models from two different cities (spatial stability) or from different periods

of time. For the purpose of this study equal samples (1000 observation each

sample) were randomly drawn from the each of the main data; TC1990, TC2000,

PS1990, and PS2000. For the temporal stability of activity frequency, activity

duration, and travel time models TC1990 versus TC2000 data were tested. The

feasible generalized least squares regression model was performed to compute

log-likelihood ratio for the transferability statistics (see Appendix 3).  The null

hypothesis that activity frequency, activity duration, and travel time models are

temporarily stable for the Twin Cities area has been rejected. The calculated TTS

distributed as Chi-square for all those models is greater than Chi-square critical

value that is why the null hypothesis is strongly rejected at the 95% confidence
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level (see table 12 for details). There is also no evidence for temporal stability for

the Puget Sound area models. The null hypothesis about activity frequency,

activity duration, and travel time models temporal stability was also strongly

rejected at the 95% confidence level.

To control for spatial stability between cities the same procedure as for the

temporal stability was used. The TTS was first performed for activity frequency,

activity duration, and travel time models for TC1990 and PS1990 data. Then the

same test was done for the 2000 data for the Twin Cities versus Puget Sound

and vice versa for the same three models. The null hypothesis about spatial

stability of activity frequency, activity duration, and travel time models in all cases

has been strongly rejected at the 95% confidence level (see table 13) for details.

In conclusion there is no evidence for the existence of spatial or temporal

stability for the three models estimated by this study. The reason of the lack of

temporal stability within the same region, and the lack of spatial stability between

cities might be the approaches taken in data collection. Alternatively, perhaps the

samples do exhibit different underlying behavior.  In terms of statistical model

transferability there is little confidence of the existence of such transferability

because of the rigid model specification criteria including adding more

explanatory variables better explaining human behavior (McFadden 1977). In

terms of travel forecasting and planning the transferability test for "only those

coefficients that change with transportation policy", such as travel time and cost

is more likely go to pass the test rather than socio-economic and demographics

characteristics (McFadden 1977).
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Table 7. Chi-square heteroskedasticity test results.

Model TC1990 TC2000 PS1990 PS2000

Activity
Frequency

67.45 95.36 129.14 220.56

Activity
Duration

1.86 6.60 11.77 0.52

Travel Time 194.24 190.77 117.28 393.11

* Chi-square critical (1) equals 2.706

Source: Calculated by author.
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Table 8. Model Comparison for Activity Frequency.

Activity Frequency (F)
Variable Hypothesis TC1990 TC2000 PS1990 PS2000

Gender +S NS -S +S NS
Distance +S -S -S -S -S

Age from 28 to 38 +S -S NS +S +S
Age from 39 to 49 +S NS +S +S +S
Age from 50 to 64 -S NS +S NS +S

Income from $7,500 to $15,000 -S +S +S NS -S
Income from $15,000 to $25,000 -S +S +S +S NS
Income from $25,000 to $35,000 +S +S +S +S NS
Income from $35,000 to $ 45,000 +S +S DR +S NS
Income from $ 45,000 to $55,000 +S +S +S +S NS
Income from $55,000 to $75,000 +S +S +S +S NS

Income over $75,000 +S +S +S +S NS
Household size = 2 people -S NS +S NS -S
Household size = 3 people -S NS +S -S -S
Household size = 4 people +S NS +S -S -S
Household size = 5 people +S -S DR -S -S

R-square N/A 0.0151 0.0195 0.0096 0.1563

+S=Statistically significant, positively related, -S=Statistically significant, negatively related, NS=Not significant,
DR=variable dropped, bolded= consistent with hypothesis, italics= opposite to the hypothesis.

Source: Calculated by author.
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Table 9. Model Comparison for Activity Duration.

Activity Duration (D)
Variable Hypothesis TC1990 TC2000 PS1990 PS2000

Gender +S NS NS NS NS
Distance +S +S +S +S +S

Age from 28 to 38 +S +S NS -S -S
Age from 39 to 49 +S NS -S NS -S
Age from 50 to 64 +S -S NS NS -S

Income from $7,500 to $15,000 -S NS DR NS NS
Income from $15,000 to $25,000 -S NS +S NS DR
Income from $25,000 to $35,000 +S NS +S NS NS
Income from $35,000 to $ 45,000 +S NS +S NS NS
Income from $ 45,000 to $55,000 +S NS NS NS NS
Income from $55,000 to $75,000 +S NS NS NS NS

Income over $75,000 +S -S NS NS NS
Household size = 2 people +S NS NS +S +S
Household size = 3 people +S +S NS +S +S
Household size = 4 people -S NS DR +S +S
Household size = 5 people -S NS NS +S +S

R-square N/A 0.0251 0.0185 0.1668 0.1246

+S=Statistically significant, positively related, -S=Statistically significant, negatively related, NS=Not significant,
DR=variable dropped, bolded= consistent with hypothesis, italics= opposite to the hypothesis.

Source: Calculated by author.
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Table 10. Model Comparison for Travel Time.

Travel Time (T)
Variable Hypothesis TC1990 TC2000 PS1990 PS2000

Gender +S NS NS NS NS
Distance +S +S +S +S +S

Age from 28 to 38 +S +S NS NS +S
Age from 39 to 49 +S NS NS NS NS
Age from 50 to 64 -S NS -S +S NS

Income from $7,500 to $15,000 -S NS DR NS DR
Income from $15,000 to $25,000 -S NS NS NS NS
Income from $25,000 to $35,000 -S NS NS NS NS
Income from $35,000 to $ 45,000 -S NS NS NS NS
Income from $ 45,000 to $55,000 +S NS NS NS NS
Income from $55,000 to $75,000 +S NS NS NS NS

Income over $75,000 +S NS NS NS NS
Household size = 2 people +S NS +S NS NS
Household size = 3 people +S NS NS NS NS
Household size = 4 people -S NS DR NS NS
Household size = 5 people -S NS NS NS NS

R-square N/A 0.1773 0.1820 0.6673 0.7074

+S=Statistically significant, positively related, -S=Statistically significant, negatively related, NS=Not significant,
DR=variable dropped, bolded= consistent with hypothesis, italics= opposite to the hypothesis.

Source: Calculated by author.
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Table 11. Aggregate Model for Activity Frequency Using GLS.

F X0 1 2 3 4 5= + + + + +  aggregated by TAZ
Data Set R-square Significant variables
TC1990 R2=0.6796 distance, dumpeople4
TC2000 R2=0.6960 distance
PS1990 R2=0.4392 distance, gender, dumage3,

duminc6, dumpeople5,
dumpeople6

PS2000 R2=0.4805 distance, dumpeople2,
dumpeople3, dumpeople5,
duminc2-duminc8

Source: Calculated by author.
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Table 12. Temporal Stability Test Results.

Activity Frequency Activity Duration Travel Time

Sample=1000
TTS

Statistics
(Chi-

squared)

Critical Chi-
squared .05

(df)

TTS
Statistics

(Chi-
squared)

Critical Chi-
squared .05

(df)

TTS Statistics
(Chi-squared)

Critical Chi-
squared .05

(df)

TC1990 vs.
TC2000 -108 23.68 (14) -954 23.68 (14) -846 23.68 (14)

PS1990 vs.
PS2000 698 24.99 (15) -64 24.99 (15) -426 24.99 (15)

Table 13. Spatial Stability Test Results.

Activity Frequency Activity Duration Travel Time

Sample=1000
TTS

Statistics
(Chi-

squared)

Critical Chi-
squared .05

(df)

TTS
Statistics

(Chi-
squared)

Critical Chi-
squared .05

(df)

TTS Statistics
(Chi-squared)

Critical Chi-
squared .05

(df)

TC1990 vs.
PS1990 -1470 26.29 (16) -1776 26.29 (16) -140 26.29 (16)

TC2000 vs.
PS2000 -664 23.68 (14) -886 23.68 (14) 280 23.68 (14)
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Table 14. Spatial and Temporal Stability of Models.

Models Activity
Frequency Activity Duration Travel Time

TC1990 vs.
TC2000 NTS NTS NTS

PS1990 vs.
PS2000 NTS NTS NTS

TC1990 vs.
PS1990 NSS NSS NSS

TC2000 vs.
PS2000 NSS NSS NSS

PS1990 vs.
TC1990 NSS NSS NSS

PS2000 vs.
TC2000 NSS NSS NSS

*SS- Spatially Stable, NSS- Not Spatially Stable, TS- Temporally Stable, NTS- Not
Temporally Stable.
Source: Calculated by author.

Figure 8. Travel time versus distance for commuters, TC1990 model.

Source: Calculated by author based on TBI TC1990.
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Figure 9. Travel time versus distance for commuters, TC2000 model.

Source: Calculated by author based on TBI TC2000.

Figure 10. Travel time versus distance for commuters, PS1990 model.

Source: Calculated by author based on Puget Sound Transportation Panel
PS1990.
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Figure 11. Travel time versus distance for commuters, PS2000 model.

Source: Calculated by author based on Puget Sound Transportation Panel
PS2000.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations.

The importance of activity based foundations for travel demand modeling

is indisputable. The approach taken in this thesis was to test for spatial and

temporal stability for three different models for commuters. The activity called

“went to work and work related business” was central to this analysis. Three

models, activity frequency, duration, and travel time, illustrate travel behavior of

commuters in the Twin Cities and Seattle metro areas over the ten year period.

This analysis uses Generalized Least Squares Regression, and then significance

tests to control for the different effects that independent variables impose on the

predicted activity frequency, travel time and duration. The set of explanatory

variables such as gender, age, income, household size, and distance from home

to work were introduced to the regression models. The activity based analysis

was conducted on the disaggregate level for each individual commuter with

regard to a daily budget constraint equal to 1440 minutes. The aggregate level

analysis was also conducted as proof of concept. The data were aggregated by a

geographical variable TAZ (Traffic Analysis Zone). This analysis was performed

for activity frequency for both cities for 1990 and 2000. The aggregate models

provide a significantly better goodness of fit measure for the data, but lost

information.

This study did not provide any supporting evidence for temporal and

spatial stability of activity frequency, activity duration, travel time models for 1990

and 2000 data as well as between cities. Even though the models are not
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transferable based on statistical tests, the estimation results and findings might

be used by forecasters and applied to more general forecast probability tests.

This study does not exhaust the possibilities of methods that can be

applied to home interview or panel data to control for temporal and spatial

stability. For future research a number of other techniques can be considered.

Adding more socio-economic and spatial variables may be an option. To

understand commuting time, duration and, frequency of stops additional

independent variables should be collected including: "objective mobility,

subjective mobility, relative desired mobility, travel linking, personality, lifestyle,

excess travel, mobility constraints, and socio-demographics” (Ory, Mokhtarian,

Redmond, 2004). Objective mobility would include the short and long distance

and frequency of travel segmented by trip purpose. Subjective mobility would

include questions like assessment of travel time from the individual point of view

also segmented by travel mode, trip purpose distance, urban and suburban

mobility. Travel linking could be a categorical variable stating individual

preference towards the desire of trip linking, when it happens, how long it lasts

etc. Relative and desired mobility similar to the previous categories explains how

much time an individual is willing to undertake, stratified by distance, purpose,

and mode (Ory, Mokhtarian, Redmond, 2004). Attitude, personality, and lifestyle

are based on psycho-sociological variables such as family status, money, the

value of time, type of work done, type of personality (organized, efficient,

extrovert, introvert, etc.) The socio-demographics would be based on traditional
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characteristics such as: age, income, household size, employment type, number

of household workers, educational level, and vehicle type.

Alternative modeling techniques include Structural Equation System

(SES). Other researchers (for example Chen 2002) suggest that SES provides

better results introducing endogenous and exogenous variables simultaneously

on the right-hand side of an equation. Structural equations provide a better

understanding of the inter-relationships present among the dependent variables.

Another application of the structural equations modeling to predict multiple travel

choices is provided by Golob and McNally (1997), and Lu and Pass (1997). They

regress variable vehicle miles traveled (VMT), time per day on different activities,

mode share, and auto-ownership on exogenous socio-economic variables as

well as on some endogenous variables (Kockelman 1998).
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Appendix 1: Disaggregated GLS Models.

TC1990 Activity Frequency Model

TC1990 Activity Frequency GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      9632
Group variable (i) : county_code                Number of groups   =        10
R-sq:  within  = 0.0097                         Obs per group: min =        58
       between = 0.7234                                        avg =     963.2
       overall = 0.0151                                        max =      3536
Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(16)      =    147.07
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
activityfreq |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |   -.021445   .0578152    -0.37   0.711    -.1347607    .0918706
 hw_distance |   -.030639   .0037483    -8.17   0.000    -.0379856   -.0232925
     dumage2 |  -.2306316   .0734545    -3.14   0.002    -.3745997   -.0866636
     dumage3 |  -.0200964   .0965451    -0.21   0.835    -.2093214    .1691286
     dumage4 |   .0711952   .0976495     0.73   0.466    -.1201943    .2625847
     duminc2 |   1.659191   .7814201     2.12   0.034     .1276359    3.190746
     duminc3 |   2.588561   .7571899     3.42   0.001     1.104495    4.072626
     duminc4 |   2.441695   .7551937     3.23   0.001     .9615426    3.921847
     duminc5 |   2.469301   .7546199     3.27   0.001     .9902733    3.948329
     duminc6 |    2.66994     .75464     3.54   0.000     1.190873    4.149007
     duminc7 |   2.821281   .7543743     3.74   0.000     1.342735    4.299828
     duminc8 |   2.630438   .7556996     3.48   0.000     1.149294    4.111582
  dumpeople2 |   -.039542   .0991446    -0.40   0.690    -.2338619    .1547779
  dumpeople3 |  -.0100211   .1109845    -0.09   0.928    -.2275467    .2075045
  dumpeople4 |   .1847666   .1252645     1.48   0.140    -.0607474    .4302805
  dumpeople5 |  -.4420435   .2138278    -2.07   0.039    -.8611382   -.0229487
       _cons |   3.702577   .7589471     4.88   0.000     2.215068    5.190086
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |          0
     sigma_e |  2.8044041
         rho |          0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TC2000 Activity Frequency Model

TC2000 Activity Frequency GLS  Model

. xtreg   activityfreq  gender   hw_distance dumage2 dumage3 dumage4 duminc2
duminc3 duminc4 duminc5 duminc6 duminc7 duminc8 dumpeople2 dumpeople3
dumpeople4 dumpeople5

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      6699
Group variable (i) : county_code                Number of groups   =        20

R-sq:  within  = 0.0206                         Obs per group: min =         8
       between = 0.0367                                        avg =     334.9
       overall = 0.0195                                        max =      2948

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(14)      =  23612.89
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
activityfreq |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -.1270066    .078671    -1.61   0.106     -.281199    .0271858
 hw_distance |  -.0166095    .004475    -3.71   0.000    -.0253802   -.0078387
     dumage2 |   .1352134   .1280325     1.06   0.291    -.1157258    .3861525
     dumage3 |   .4919297   .1289605     3.81   0.000     .2391717    .7446877
     dumage4 |   .5521734   .1253702     4.40   0.000     .3064524    .7978945
     duminc2 |   1.983523   .3681777     5.39   0.000     1.261908    2.705138
     duminc3 |   .5943609   .2936703     2.02   0.043     .0187777    1.169944
     duminc4 |   .8406287   .2632596     3.19   0.001     .3246494    1.356608
     duminc5 |  (dropped)
     duminc6 |   1.405929    .236474     5.95   0.000     .9424483    1.869409
     duminc7 |   .7747142   .2367149     3.27   0.001     .3107616    1.238667
     duminc8 |   .8072419   .2473205     3.26   0.001     .3225026    1.291981
  dumpeople2 |   5.080691   .2663563    19.07   0.000     4.558643     5.60274
  dumpeople3 |   5.194722    .273459    19.00   0.000     4.658752    5.730692
  dumpeople4 |   5.187904   .2930901    17.70   0.000     4.613458    5.762351
  dumpeople5 |   5.121354   .2637519    19.42   0.000     4.604409    5.638298
       _cons |  (dropped)
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |          0
     sigma_e |  3.1659436
         rho |          0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TC1990 Activity Duration Model

TC1990 Activity Duration GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      3160
Group variable (i) : county_code                Number of groups   =        10

R-sq:  within  = 0.0228                         Obs per group: min =         8
       between = 0.0000                                        avg =     316.0
       overall = 0.0251                                        max =      1107

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(16)      =     80.91
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    duration |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |   9.154296   8.258725     1.11   0.268    -7.032508     25.3411
 hw_distance |    1.37028   .4996615     2.74   0.006     .3909616    2.349599
     dumage2 |   25.01038   10.69084     2.34   0.019     4.056711    45.96405
     dumage3 |  -9.906084   13.61937    -0.73   0.467    -36.59956    16.78739
     dumage4 |  -27.32984   13.99376    -1.95   0.051    -54.75711    .0974373
     duminc2 |  -79.03261    93.1783    -0.85   0.396    -261.6587    103.5935
     duminc3 |  -122.9653   87.79167    -1.40   0.161    -295.0338     49.1032
     duminc4 |   -86.5323   87.40333    -0.99   0.322    -257.8397    84.77509
     duminc5 |  -103.5639   87.27519    -1.19   0.235    -274.6201    67.49237
     duminc6 |  -124.7702    87.2485    -1.43   0.153    -295.7742    46.23369
     duminc7 |   -134.334   87.18844    -1.54   0.123    -305.2202    36.55217
     duminc8 |  -164.3864   87.39204    -1.88   0.060    -335.6716    6.898883
  dumpeople2 |   9.999396   13.54665     0.74   0.460    -16.55155    36.55034
  dumpeople3 |   32.39895   15.38757     2.11   0.035     2.239866    62.55803
  dumpeople4 |  -8.490228     17.616    -0.48   0.630    -43.01696     26.0365
  dumpeople5 |   4.376021   29.52086     0.15   0.882    -53.48379    62.23584
       _cons |   389.9932   87.94186     4.43   0.000     217.6304    562.3561
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |          0
     sigma_e |  228.14131
         rho |          0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TC2000 Activity Duration Model

TC2000 Activity Duration GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1891
Group variable (i) : county_code                Number of groups   =        20

R-sq:  within  = 0.0188                         Obs per group: min =         1
       between = 0.3826                                        avg =      94.5
       overall = 0.0185                                        max =       835

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(14)      =     35.35
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0013

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    duration |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -16.19977   16.99352    -0.95   0.340    -49.50645    17.10691
 hw_distance |   3.068456   1.007692     3.05   0.002     1.093415    5.043496
     dumage2 |  -38.30084    28.0634    -1.36   0.172     -93.3041    16.70242
     dumage3 |  -53.89901   27.77321    -1.94   0.052    -108.3335    .5354912
     dumage4 |  -42.38986   27.40196    -1.55   0.122    -96.09672      11.317
     duminc2 |  (dropped)
     duminc3 |   169.5065   80.51369     2.11   0.035      11.7026    327.3105
     duminc4 |   124.5704   76.42864     1.63   0.103    -25.22703    274.3677
     duminc5 |   224.0559   83.29832     2.69   0.007     60.79417    387.3176
     duminc6 |   75.38989   72.78895     1.04   0.300    -67.27383    218.0536
     duminc7 |   89.84019   72.99487     1.23   0.218    -53.22713    232.9075
     duminc8 |   65.60685   74.92911     0.88   0.381    -81.25151    212.4652
  dumpeople2 |   35.00605   43.13058     0.81   0.417    -49.52834    119.5404
  dumpeople3 |    29.3064   46.12739     0.64   0.525    -61.10163    119.7144
  dumpeople4 |  (dropped)
  dumpeople5 |  -9.109959   46.88766    -0.19   0.846    -101.0081    82.78816
       _cons |   184.2308   83.32641     2.21   0.027       20.914    347.5475
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |          0
     sigma_e |  364.08131
         rho |          0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TC1990 Travel Time Model

TC1990 Travel Time GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      3160
Group variable (i) : county_code                Number of groups   =        10

R-sq:  within  = 0.0714                         Obs per group: min =         8
       between = 0.6894                                        avg =     316.0
       overall = 0.1773                                        max =      1107

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(16)      =    677.24
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  traveltime |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -.2155545   .3504211    -0.62   0.538    -.9023672    .4712582
 hw_distance |   .5419628   .0212008    25.56   0.000     .5004099    .5835157
     dumage2 |    .846972   .4536169     1.87   0.062    -.0421008    1.736045
     dumage3 |   .6556015   .5778755     1.13   0.257    -.4770137    1.788217
     dumage4 |   .6196159   .5937612     1.04   0.297    -.5441346    1.783366
     duminc2 |   -3.56689   3.953593    -0.90   0.367    -11.31579    4.182011
     duminc3 |  -2.425233   3.725036    -0.65   0.515     -9.72617    4.875704
     duminc4 |  -3.450381   3.708559    -0.93   0.352    -10.71902    3.818262
     duminc5 |  -2.817765   3.703122    -0.76   0.447    -10.07575     4.44022
     duminc6 |  -2.185885    3.70199    -0.59   0.555    -9.441651    5.069881
     duminc7 |  -2.498993   3.699441    -0.68   0.499    -9.749765    4.751779
     duminc8 |   -2.05808    3.70808    -0.56   0.579    -9.325784    5.209623
  dumpeople2 |   .1834076   .5747899     0.32   0.750    -.9431599    1.309975
  dumpeople3 |   .3827527   .6529008     0.59   0.558    -.8969094    1.662415
  dumpeople4 |   .7825909   .7474542     1.05   0.295    -.6823925    2.247574
  dumpeople5 |    .962197   1.252582     0.77   0.442    -1.492819    3.417213
       _cons |   13.23409   3.731409     3.55   0.000     5.920663    20.54752
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |          0
     sigma_e |  9.5463026
         rho |          0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TC2000 Travel Time Model

TC2000 Travel Time GLS  Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1891
Group variable (i) : county_code                Number of groups   =        20

R-sq:  within  = 0.1797                         Obs per group: min =         1
       between = 0.1162                                        avg =      94.5
       overall = 0.1820                                        max =       835

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(14)      =    417.40
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  traveltime |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |   .2100094   .6106127     0.34   0.731    -.9867694    1.406788
 hw_distance |   .7199646   .0362085    19.88   0.000     .6489973     .790932
     dumage2 |  -1.377657   1.008377    -1.37   0.172    -3.354039    .5987257
     dumage3 |  -1.261797   .9979497    -1.26   0.206    -3.217742    .6941485
     dumage4 |  -2.843118   .9846099    -2.89   0.004    -4.772918   -.9133178
     duminc2 |  (dropped)
     duminc3 |   3.333569   2.893026     1.15   0.249    -2.336657    9.003795
     duminc4 |  -.1707548   2.746241    -0.06   0.950    -5.553289    5.211779
     duminc5 |   1.185889   2.993083     0.40   0.692    -4.680446    7.052224
     duminc6 |   .4877685   2.615459     0.19   0.852    -4.638438    5.613975
     duminc7 |   1.897025   2.622859     0.72   0.470    -3.243683    7.037734
     duminc8 |   1.540733    2.69236     0.57   0.567    -3.736195    6.817662
  dumpeople2 |   3.081248   1.549772     1.99   0.047       .04375    6.118745
  dumpeople3 |   .2828209   1.657454     0.17   0.865    -2.965729    3.531371
  dumpeople4 |  (dropped)
  dumpeople5 |   2.646097   1.684772     1.57   0.116    -.6559945    5.948189
       _cons |    8.03471   2.994092     2.68   0.007     2.166397    13.90302
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |          0
     sigma_e |  12.948214
         rho |          0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS1990 Activity Frequency Model

PS1990 Activity Frequency GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      5412
Group variable (i) : county_code                Number of groups   =         5
R-sq:  within  = 0.0093                         Obs per group: min =        42
       between = 0.0002                                        avg =    1082.4
       overall = 0.0096                                        max =      4021

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(19)      =     52.48
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0001

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
activityfreq |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |   .3405699   .1668755     2.04   0.041        .0135    .6676398
 hw_distance |  -.0147969   .0091885    -1.61   0.107     -.032806    .0032122
     dumage2 |   .4767255   .2664174     1.79   0.074     -.045443    .9988941
     dumage3 |   .5045356   .2674233     1.89   0.059    -.0196045    1.028676
     dumage4 |  -.0647816   .2812708    -0.23   0.818    -.6160623    .4864991
     duminc2 |   .8575081   .8974556     0.96   0.339    -.9014726    2.616489
     duminc3 |   1.893741   .8761074     2.16   0.031     .1766025    3.610881
     duminc4 |   2.275831   .8994575     2.53   0.011     .5129267    4.038735
     duminc5 |   2.290925   .8981515     2.55   0.011     .5305809     4.05127
     duminc6 |   2.110918   .8596307     2.46   0.014     .4260732    3.795764
     duminc7 |   1.643176     .86788     1.89   0.058    -.0578371     3.34419
     duminc8 |   1.864752   .8748703     2.13   0.033     .1500377    3.579466
  dumpeople2 |   -.411092   .3737414    -1.10   0.271    -1.143612    .3214277
  dumpeople3 |  -.7232509    .385622    -1.88   0.061    -1.479056    .0325544
  dumpeople4 |  -.8895774   .3935511    -2.26   0.024    -1.660923   -.1182313
  dumpeople5 |  -1.371571   .5179271    -2.65   0.008    -2.386689   -.3564521
       _cons |    5.34966    .901456     5.93   0.000     3.582839    7.116481
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |          0
     sigma_e |  6.0188235
         rho |          0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS2000 Activity Frequency Model

PS2000 Activity Frequency GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      4391
Group variable (i) : county_code                Number of groups   =         5
R-sq:  within  = 0.1555                         Obs per group: min =        35
       between = 0.8030                                        avg =     878.2
       overall = 0.1563                                        max =      2425

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(19)      =    809.53
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
activityfreq |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |   .1219628   .1073349     1.14   0.256    -.0884096    .3323353
 hw_distance |  -.0313577   .0055974    -5.60   0.000    -.0423285    -.020387
     dumage2 |   .9147464   .1638143     5.58   0.000     .5936763    1.235817
     dumage3 |   1.173211   .1608078     7.30   0.000     .8580331    1.488388
     dumage4 |   1.062492   .1802672     5.89   0.000     .7091748    1.415809
     duminc2 |  -3.962142   1.331904    -2.97   0.003    -6.572626   -1.351658
     duminc3 |  -1.687312   1.271599    -1.33   0.185      -4.1796    .8049754
     duminc4 |   -1.91328   1.239138    -1.54   0.123    -4.341946    .5153864
     duminc5 |  -.5158821   1.236358    -0.42   0.676    -2.939099    1.907335
     duminc6 |  -.9910379   1.235799    -0.80   0.423    -3.413159    1.431083
     duminc7 |  -.7033421   1.233769    -0.57   0.569    -3.121485    1.714801
     duminc8 |  -1.238177   1.233036    -1.00   0.315    -3.654884    1.178529
  dumpeople2 |  -3.799807   .1987233   -19.12   0.000    -4.189298   -3.410317
  dumpeople3 |  -4.067087   .2211502   -18.39   0.000    -4.500534   -3.633641
  dumpeople4 |  -3.667469   .2176885   -16.85   0.000     -4.09413   -3.240807
  dumpeople5 |   -3.79239   .2466116   -15.38   0.000    -4.275739    -3.30904
       _cons |   8.025086   1.205759     6.66   0.000     5.661842    10.38833
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |          0
     sigma_e |  3.3984813
         rho |          0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS1990 Activity Duration Model

PS1990 Activity Duration GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1157
Group variable (i) : county_code                Number of groups   =         5
R-sq:  within  = 0.1587                         Obs per group: min =        20
       between = 0.6340                                        avg =     231.4
       overall = 0.1668                                        max =       669

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(19)      =    227.63
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    duration |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |   1.157009   32.25247     0.04   0.971    -62.05668    64.37069
 hw_distance |   10.63549   1.521292     6.99   0.000     7.653814    13.61717
     dumage2 |  -111.7914   52.53223    -2.13   0.033    -214.7527   -8.830119
     dumage3 |  -29.74608   53.41565    -0.56   0.578    -134.4388    74.94667
     dumage4 |   -8.03954   60.41128    -0.13   0.894    -126.4435    110.3644
     duminc2 |  -179.1679    258.867    -0.69   0.489    -686.5378     328.202
     duminc3 |    -222.54   252.4182    -0.88   0.378    -717.2706    272.1905
     duminc4 |   -16.3531   257.3534    -0.06   0.949    -520.7564    488.0503
     duminc5 |  -20.38995   256.9347    -0.08   0.937    -523.9727    483.1928
     duminc6 |  -135.6728   250.3284    -0.54   0.588    -626.3074    354.9619
     duminc7 |  -70.73861   251.3882    -0.28   0.778    -563.4505    421.9733
     duminc8 |  -8.250828   252.1663    -0.03   0.974    -502.4877    485.9861
  dumpeople2 |   525.6104   69.41651     7.57   0.000     389.5566    661.6643
  dumpeople3 |    669.665   71.43325     9.37   0.000     529.6584    809.6716
  dumpeople4 |   673.6837   74.83837     9.00   0.000     527.0032    820.3642
  dumpeople5 |   746.8312   99.25699     7.52   0.000      552.291    941.3713
       _cons |   464.3656   249.5613     1.86   0.063    -24.76565    953.4969
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |          0
     sigma_e |   539.6729
         rho |          0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS2000 Activity Duration Model

PS2000 Activity Duration GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1435
Group variable (i) : county_code                Number of groups   =         5
R-sq:  within  = 0.1237                         Obs per group: min =        14
       between = 0.9233                                        avg =     287.0
       overall = 0.1246                                        max =       817

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(18)      =    201.48
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    duration |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -15.42364   31.47694    -0.49   0.624    -77.11731    46.27003
 hw_distance |   10.44305   1.383395     7.55   0.000      7.73165    13.15446
     dumage2 |  -159.1807   48.75699    -3.26   0.001    -254.7427   -63.61878
     dumage3 |  -136.8407   48.55545    -2.82   0.005    -232.0076   -41.67375
     dumage4 |   -117.632   54.45301    -2.16   0.031     -224.358    -10.9061
     duminc2 |  -56.69013   245.2231    -0.23   0.817    -537.3186    423.9384
     duminc3 |  (dropped)
     duminc4 |  -174.4666   124.7168    -1.40   0.162    -418.9071     69.9739
     duminc5 |  -161.2802    119.328    -1.35   0.177    -395.1588    72.59827
     duminc6 |  -120.4963   118.1371    -1.02   0.308    -352.0407    111.0481
     duminc7 |  -115.1432   115.6662    -1.00   0.320    -341.8448    111.5584
     duminc8 |  -98.07114   113.9288    -0.86   0.389    -321.3675    125.2252
  dumpeople2 |   388.1862   55.51395     6.99   0.000     279.3808    496.9915
  dumpeople3 |   466.8601   64.08792     7.28   0.000     341.2501    592.4701
  dumpeople4 |   464.3896   61.66229     7.53   0.000     343.5337    585.2455
  dumpeople5 |   552.7468   73.30225     7.54   0.000     409.0771    696.4166
       _cons |   610.2153   120.6739     5.06   0.000     373.6988    846.7318
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |          0
     sigma_e |  576.47456
         rho |          0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS1990 Travel Time Model

PS1990 Travel Time GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1157
Group variable (i) : county_code                Number of groups   =         5
R-sq:  within  = 0.5764                         Obs per group: min =        20
       between = 0.9791                                        avg =     231.4
       overall = 0.6673                                        max =       669

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(19)      =   2280.02
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  traveltime |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -.3206122   .6470006    -0.50   0.620     -1.58871    .9474857
 hw_distance |   1.408814   .0305179    46.16   0.000        1.349    1.468628
     dumage2 |  -1.479631   1.053823    -1.40   0.160    -3.545085    .5858234
     dumage3 |   -1.32177   1.071544    -1.23   0.217    -3.421959     .778418
     dumage4 |   2.631504    1.21188     2.17   0.030     .2562626    5.006746
     duminc2 |   .0592289   5.192999     0.01   0.991    -10.11886    10.23732
     duminc3 |  -1.384287   5.063634    -0.27   0.785    -11.30883    8.540253
     duminc4 |   .6871934   5.162636     0.13   0.894    -9.431388    10.80577
     duminc5 |   .9434762   5.154237     0.18   0.855    -9.158643     11.0456
     duminc6 |   .3344216   5.021712     0.07   0.947    -9.507953     10.1768
     duminc7 |    1.84938   5.042973     0.37   0.714    -8.034664    11.73342
     duminc8 |    1.72848   5.058581     0.34   0.733    -8.186157    11.64312
  dumpeople2 |   .0848555    1.39253     0.06   0.951    -2.644452    2.814163
  dumpeople3 |   .1049113   1.432986     0.07   0.942     -2.70369    2.913513
  dumpeople4 |  -1.754337   1.501295    -1.17   0.243    -4.696821    1.188146
  dumpeople5 |   2.815876   1.991144     1.41   0.157    -1.086695    6.718448
       _cons |   7.900568   5.006324     1.58   0.115    -1.911647    17.71278
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |          0
     sigma_e |  10.569761
         rho |          0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS2000 Travel Time Model

PS2000 Travel Time GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1435
Group variable (i) : county_code                Number of groups   =         5
R-sq:  within  = 0.7086                         Obs per group: min =        14
       between = 0.9421                                        avg =     287.0
       overall = 0.7074                                        max =       817

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(18)      =   3422.78
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  traveltime |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -.2988202   .5606401    -0.53   0.594    -1.397655    .8000142
 hw_distance |   1.418649   .0246398    57.58   0.000     1.370356    1.466942
     dumage2 |   1.600184   .8684174     1.84   0.065    -.1018828    3.302251
     dumage3 |  -.0750208   .8648278    -0.09   0.931    -1.770052    1.620011
     dumage4 |  -.2612663   .9698701    -0.27   0.788    -2.162177    1.639644
     duminc2 |  (dropped)
     duminc3 |   2.736476   4.367702     0.63   0.531    -5.824063    11.29702
     duminc4 |  -1.226361   4.057427    -0.30   0.762    -9.178771     6.72605
     duminc5 |     -.2532   4.005214    -0.06   0.950    -8.103275    7.596875
     duminc6 |   -2.15134   4.001752    -0.54   0.591     -9.99463     5.69195
     duminc7 |  -1.851146   3.970591    -0.47   0.641    -9.633361    5.931069
     duminc8 |  -.2239763   3.953019    -0.06   0.955    -7.971751    7.523799
  dumpeople2 |  -.5068104   .9887665    -0.51   0.608    -2.444757    1.431136
  dumpeople3 |     .19563   1.141479     0.17   0.864    -2.041627    2.432887
  dumpeople4 |   -1.21135   1.098276    -1.10   0.270     -3.36393    .9412308
  dumpeople5 |  -1.869533   1.305596    -1.43   0.152    -4.428454    .6893891
       _cons |    11.2362   3.941354     2.85   0.004     3.511285    18.96111
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |          0
     sigma_e |  10.147667
         rho |          0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                                  Appendix 2: Aggregated GLS Models.

TC1990 Activity Frequency Model.

TC1990 Activity Frequency GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1044
Group variable (i) : traveltime                 Number of groups   =       417

R-sq:  within  = 0.0033                         Obs per group: min =         1
       between = 0.7043                                        avg =       2.5
       overall = 0.6796                                        max =        27

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(15)      =    766.15
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
activityfreq |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
 hw_distance |   .1892666   .0068713    27.54   0.000      .175799    .2027342
      gender |  -.3147679   2.272062    -0.14   0.890    -4.767928    4.138392
     dumage2 |  -1.479951   2.836353    -0.52   0.602      -7.0391    4.079198
     dumage3 |   .4500177   3.621491     0.12   0.901    -6.647974    7.548009
     dumage4 |   3.008385   3.842098     0.78   0.434    -4.521988    10.53876
     duminc2 |   21.53496   39.69972     0.54   0.588    -56.27505    99.34497
     duminc3 |   21.33186   39.53376     0.54   0.589    -56.15288    98.81661
     duminc4 |   17.20348    39.2451     0.44   0.661     -59.7155    94.12247
     duminc5 |   20.60075   39.09783     0.53   0.598    -56.02959    97.23108
     duminc6 |   12.91554    39.1579     0.33   0.742    -63.83253    89.66361
     duminc7 |   16.84499   39.04859     0.43   0.666    -59.68885    93.37882
     duminc8 |   16.82136   39.10042     0.43   0.667    -59.81405    93.45677
  dumpeople2 |   4.866656   3.587818     1.36   0.175    -2.165337    11.89865
  dumpeople3 |   5.605177   3.782223     1.48   0.138    -1.807844     13.0182
  dumpeople4 |   7.205298   4.379612     1.65   0.100    -1.378583    15.78918
       _cons |   .8301814   39.35005     0.02   0.983    -76.29451    77.95487
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |  27.264858
     sigma_e |  17.773348
         rho |  .70178182   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TC2000 Activity Frequency Model.

TC1990 Activity Frequency GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1084
Group variable (i) : traveltime                 Number of groups   =       365

R-sq:  within  = 0.0015                         Obs per group: min =         1
       between = 0.7154                                        avg =       3.0
       overall = 0.6960                                        max =        45

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(14)      =    594.43
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
activityfreq |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
 hw_distance |   .2066164   .0085235    24.24   0.000     .1899106    .2233223
      gender |  -.7671371   1.523758    -0.50   0.615    -3.753649    2.219375
     dumage2 |   .4528198   2.535953     0.18   0.858    -4.517558    5.423197
     dumage3 |    .690695   2.444926     0.28   0.778    -4.101272    5.482662
     dumage4 |   2.236348   2.395874     0.93   0.351    -2.459478    6.932174
     duminc2 |  (dropped)
     duminc3 |  -13.83479   7.159171    -1.93   0.053    -27.86651    .1969269
     duminc4 |  -8.967556   6.565181    -1.37   0.172    -21.83508    3.899963
     duminc5 |  -12.56504    7.76995    -1.62   0.106    -27.79387    2.663778
     duminc6 |    -8.1322   6.189855    -1.31   0.189    -20.26409    3.999692
     duminc7 |  -9.414886   6.184045    -1.52   0.128    -21.53539     2.70562
     duminc8 |  -8.562582   6.391671    -1.34   0.180    -21.09003    3.964863
  dumpeople2 |  -.5299301   2.096999    -0.25   0.800    -4.639973    3.580113
  dumpeople3 |    -1.7875   3.012021    -0.59   0.553    -7.690954    4.115953
  dumpeople4 |   1.179697   3.697344     0.32   0.750    -6.066964    8.426357
       _cons |   26.86409   6.596363     4.07   0.000     13.93545    39.79272
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |  27.946595
     sigma_e |  14.123714
         rho |  .79655173   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS1990 Activity Frequency Model.

PS1990 Activity Frequency GLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        93
Group variable (i) : traveltime                 Number of groups   =        37

R-sq:  within  = 0.3120                         Obs per group: min =         1
       between = 0.5637                                        avg =       2.5
       overall = 0.4392                                        max =        13

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(13)      =     55.13
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
activityfreq |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     wk_dist |   .4626535   .1076236     4.30   0.000     .2517151    .6735918
      gender |   14.89145   7.387293     2.02   0.044     .4126225    29.37028
     dumage2 |    9.33838   7.005669     1.33   0.183    -4.392479    23.06924
     dumage3 |   35.42722   10.62558     3.33   0.001     14.60147    56.25298
     dumage4 |   10.79142   14.29633     0.75   0.450    -17.22887    38.81171
  dumpeople2 |  (dropped)
  dumpeople3 |   15.90041   10.79005     1.47   0.141    -5.247698    37.04852
  dumpeople4 |   22.09253   10.27449     2.15   0.032      1.95489    42.23016
  dumpeople5 |   35.22594   16.63417     2.12   0.034     2.623564    67.82831
     duminc2 |   17.31128   15.67296     1.10   0.269    -13.40717    48.02972
     duminc3 |   10.14322   16.56201     0.61   0.540    -22.31772    42.60416
     duminc4 |   5.713708   16.09615     0.35   0.723    -25.83416    37.26158
     duminc5 |  (dropped)
     duminc6 |   27.30735   15.59515     1.75   0.080    -3.258591    57.87328
     duminc7 |   7.197179   16.30983     0.44   0.659     -24.7695    39.16386
     duminc8 |  (dropped)
       _cons |  -36.47176   21.95256    -1.66   0.097    -79.49799    6.554476
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |  9.1934695
     sigma_e |  10.060393
         rho |  .45506516   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS2000 Activity Frequency Model.

PS2000 Activity Frequency OLS Model

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       661
Group variable (i) : traveltime                 Number of groups   =       265

R-sq:  within  = 0.1688                         Obs per group: min =         1
       between = 0.5376                                        avg =       2.5
       overall = 0.4805                                        max =        24
Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(16)      =    358.90
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
activityfreq |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     wk_dist |   .1957197   .0109634    17.85   0.000     .1742318    .2172077
      gender |   2.658829   2.018429     1.32   0.188     -1.29722    6.614878
     dumage2 |  -1.521792   3.190395    -0.48   0.633     -7.77485    4.731267
     dumage3 |  -.5638623   2.994314    -0.19   0.851     -6.43261    5.304885
     dumage4 |   2.196096   3.298928     0.67   0.506    -4.269684    8.661876
  dumpeople2 |  -12.62161   3.336586    -3.78   0.000     -19.1612   -6.082022
  dumpeople3 |  -14.12207   3.735551    -3.78   0.000    -21.44362   -6.800525
  dumpeople4 |  -4.230819   3.848593    -1.10   0.272    -11.77392    3.312284
  dumpeople5 |   -12.5028   4.314221    -2.90   0.004    -20.95852   -4.047086
     duminc2 |   -151.778   77.12235    -1.97   0.049     -302.935    -.620951
     duminc3 |  -140.9917   76.18737    -1.85   0.064    -290.3162    8.332758
     duminc4 |  -137.8895   76.06649    -1.81   0.070    -286.9771    11.19807
     duminc5 |   -132.527   76.03287    -1.74   0.081    -281.5487    16.49471
     duminc6 |   -139.072   76.01524    -1.83   0.067    -288.0591    9.915118
     duminc7 |   -138.824   76.00862    -1.83   0.068    -287.7981    10.15018
     duminc8 |  -139.2572    76.0621    -1.83   0.067    -288.3362    9.821739
       _cons |   165.3677   75.87773     2.18   0.029     16.65005    314.0853
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     sigma_u |  18.221808
     sigma_e |  16.298486
         rho |  .55554327   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                          Appendix 3: Disaggregated FGLS Models.

TC1990 Activity Frequency Model.

TC1990 Activity Frequency  FGLS Model

Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression

Coefficients:  generalized least squares
Panels:        homoskedastic
Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Estimated covariances      =         1          Number of obs      =      1000
Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups   =        10
Estimated coefficients     =        16          Obs per group: min =         9
                                                               avg =    188.37
                                                               max =       285
                                                Wald chi2(15)      =     41.59
Log likelihood             = -2420.726          Prob > chi2        =    0.0003

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
activityfreq |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |   .1313948   .1777572     0.74   0.460    -.2170029    .4797926
 hw_distance |  -.0598623   .0122704    -4.88   0.000    -.0839118   -.0358129
     dumage2 |  -.4748463   .2290162    -2.07   0.038    -.9237098   -.0259828
     dumage3 |  -.3547726   .2986511    -1.19   0.235     -.940118    .2305728
     dumage4 |  -.0900433   .3005158    -0.30   0.764    -.6790433    .4989568
     duminc2 |  -1.252191   .7239967    -1.73   0.084    -2.671198    .1668168
     duminc4 |  -.5604082   .4153439    -1.35   0.177    -1.374467    .2536509
     duminc5 |   .1292197   .3928588     0.33   0.742    -.6407695    .8992089
     duminc6 |   .0371043   .3863509     0.10   0.923    -.7201295    .7943381
     duminc7 |   .0327426   .3773281     0.09   0.931     -.706807    .7722922
     duminc8 |  -.0147197   .4037254    -0.04   0.971     -.806007    .7765676
  dumpeople2 |  -.4677294   .2936727    -1.59   0.111    -1.043317    .1078586
  dumpeople3 |  -.4971294   .3373629    -1.47   0.141    -1.158349    .1640897
  dumpeople4 |   -.102636    .370946    -0.28   0.782    -.8296769    .6244048
  dumpeople5 |   -1.06711   .6162825    -1.73   0.083    -2.275002    .1407813
       _cons |   6.551901   .4571022    14.33   0.000     5.655997    7.447805
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TC2000 Activity Frequency Model.

TC2000 Activity Frequency FGLS Model

Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression

Coefficients:  generalized least squares
Panels:        homoskedastic
Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Estimated covariances      =         1          Number of obs      =      1000
Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups   =        20
Estimated coefficients     =        15          Obs per group: min =         1
                                                               avg =     187.5
                                                               max =       343
                                                Wald chi2(14)      =     67.91
Log likelihood             = -2474.813          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
activityfreq |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -.0018355   .1850692    -0.01   0.992    -.3645645    .3608935
 hw_distance |  -.0681357   .0129822    -5.25   0.000    -.0935802   -.0426911
     dumage2 |   .5038075   .2983948     1.69   0.091    -.0810357    1.088651
     dumage3 |   .6284545   .2966565     2.12   0.034     .0470185     1.20989
     dumage4 |   1.262987   .2969886     4.25   0.000     .6808999    1.845074
     duminc3 |  -2.495058   .8372181    -2.98   0.003    -4.135975   -.8541405
     duminc4 |  -2.451735   .7970318    -3.08   0.002    -4.013889   -.8895816
     duminc5 |  -3.262849    .853631    -3.82   0.000    -4.935935   -1.589763
     duminc6 |  -2.267357   .7307799    -3.10   0.002    -3.699659   -.8350545
     duminc7 |  -2.714275   .7283277    -3.73   0.000    -4.141771   -1.286779
     duminc8 |  -2.768947   .7472238    -3.71   0.000    -4.233479   -1.304415
  dumpeople2 |  -.6378179   .3932658    -1.62   0.105    -1.408605    .1329688
  dumpeople3 |  -.2648149   .4267194    -0.62   0.535     -1.10117    .5715397
  dumpeople5 |  -.6181883   .4426424    -1.40   0.163    -1.485751    .2493748
       _cons |   8.699692   .7991044    10.89   0.000     7.133476    10.26591
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TC1990 Activity Duration Model.

TC1990 Activity Duration FGLS  Model

Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression

Coefficients:  generalized least squares
Panels:        homoskedastic
Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Estimated covariances      =         1          Number of obs      =      1000
Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups   =        10
Estimated coefficients     =        17          Obs per group: min =         4
                                                               avg =   190.566
                                                               max =       334
                                                Wald chi2(16)      =     37.91
Log likelihood             = -6863.092          Prob > chi2        =    0.0016

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    duration |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -5.937667   15.10776    -0.39   0.694    -35.54834    23.67301
 hw_distance |  -.6608186   1.170525    -0.56   0.572    -2.955005    1.633368
     dumage2 |   61.28201   19.53319     3.14   0.002     22.99766    99.56637
     dumage3 |   13.46219   25.89917     0.52   0.603    -37.29926    64.22363
     dumage4 |  -8.113103     24.775    -0.33   0.743    -56.67122    40.44501
     duminc2 |   62.83167   149.8809     0.42   0.675    -230.9295    356.5929
     duminc3 |   28.04014   136.9168     0.20   0.838    -240.3119    296.3922
     duminc4 |   48.09771   136.1074     0.35   0.724    -218.6678    314.8632
     duminc5 |   26.15065   135.7391     0.19   0.847     -239.893    292.1943
     duminc6 |  -17.03128   135.7894    -0.13   0.900    -283.1736    249.1111
     duminc7 |   20.82207   135.6017     0.15   0.878    -244.9524    286.5966
     duminc8 |  -5.131882   136.1824    -0.04   0.970    -272.0445    261.7807
  dumpeople2 |   31.45261   24.27093     1.30   0.195    -16.11755    79.02277
  dumpeople3 |   65.81706   27.70262     2.38   0.018     11.52092    120.1132
  dumpeople4 |  -14.30462   31.18985    -0.46   0.646     -75.4356    46.82636
  dumpeople5 |   11.27513   49.91644     0.23   0.821    -86.55929    109.1096
       _cons |   281.7238   137.7234     2.05   0.041     11.79099    551.6567
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TC2000 Activity Duration Model.

TC2000 Activity Duration FGLS Model

Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression

Coefficients:  generalized least squares
Panels:        homoskedastic
Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Estimated covariances      =         1          Number of obs      =      1000
Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups   =        19
Estimated coefficients     =        15          Obs per group: min =         1
                                                               avg =    215.73
                                                               max =       399
                                                Wald chi2(14)      =     31.29
Log likelihood             = -7340.976          Prob > chi2        =    0.0050

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    duration |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -17.52439   24.02036    -0.73   0.466    -64.60342    29.55465
 hw_distance |   5.073884   1.515548     3.35   0.001     2.103465    8.044303
     dumage2 |  -50.06342   38.97665    -1.28   0.199    -126.4563    26.32942
     dumage3 |  -27.14547   39.06043    -0.69   0.487    -103.7025    49.41156
     dumage4 |  -34.76474   38.81358    -0.90   0.370     -110.838    41.30847
     duminc3 |    160.577   124.1254     1.29   0.196    -82.70426    403.8584
     duminc4 |   100.0464   121.1248     0.83   0.409    -137.3538    337.4466
     duminc5 |   211.1704   131.2333     1.61   0.108    -46.04225     468.383
     duminc6 |   16.03439   116.7556     0.14   0.891    -212.8025    244.8712
     duminc7 |   28.94018   116.9681     0.25   0.805     -200.313    258.1934
     duminc8 |  -8.144411   119.5868    -0.07   0.946    -242.5302    226.2413
  dumpeople2 |   29.70063   64.19456     0.46   0.644    -96.11841    155.5197
  dumpeople3 |   18.41284    68.7817     0.27   0.789    -116.3968    153.2225
  dumpeople5 |  -31.37201   70.02067    -0.45   0.654      -168.61     105.866
       _cons |   274.5379   128.3931     2.14   0.032     22.89207    526.1838
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TC1990 Travel Time Model.

TC1990 Travel Time FGLS Model

Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression

Coefficients:  generalized least squares
Panels:        homoskedastic
Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Estimated covariances      =         1          Number of obs      =      1000
Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups   =        10
Estimated coefficients     =        17          Obs per group: min =         4
                                                               avg =   190.566
                                                               max =       334
                                                Wald chi2(16)      =   2373.56
Log likelihood             = -3331.507          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  traveltime |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |   .3958739   .4420305     0.90   0.370    -.4704899    1.262238
 hw_distance |   1.641705   .0342478    47.94   0.000     1.574581     1.70883
     dumage2 |  -.3829759   .5715119    -0.67   0.503    -1.503119    .7371669
     dumage3 |   1.559004    .757771     2.06   0.040     .0738001    3.044208
     dumage4 |   .1259621   .7248795     0.17   0.862    -1.294776      1.5467
     duminc2 |   4.811776   4.385291     1.10   0.273    -3.783237    13.40679
     duminc3 |   5.858732   4.005981     1.46   0.144    -1.992847    13.71031
     duminc4 |   3.611752   3.982297     0.91   0.364    -4.193407    11.41691
     duminc5 |   4.078568   3.971522     1.03   0.304    -3.705471    11.86261
     duminc6 |   4.400566   3.972994     1.11   0.268     -3.38636    12.18749
     duminc7 |   4.727541   3.967503     1.19   0.233    -3.048622     12.5037
     duminc8 |   4.579529   3.984493     1.15   0.250    -3.229933    12.38899
  dumpeople2 |   .2486309   .7101312     0.35   0.726    -1.143201    1.640462
  dumpeople3 |   1.163704   .8105372     1.44   0.151    -.4249194    2.752328
  dumpeople4 |   .3862934   .9125682     0.42   0.672    -1.402307    2.174894
  dumpeople5 |  -.1043702    1.46048    -0.07   0.943    -2.966859    2.758118
       _cons |  -1.814202   4.029579    -0.45   0.653    -9.712033    6.083628
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TC2000 Travel Time Model.

TC2000 Travel Time FGLS Model

Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression

Coefficients:  generalized least squares
Panels:        homoskedastic
Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Estimated covariances      =         1          Number of obs      =      1000
Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups   =        19
Estimated coefficients     =        15          Obs per group: min =         1
                                                               avg =    215.73
                                                               max =       399
                                                Wald chi2(14)      =   1236.89
Log likelihood             = -3754.318          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  traveltime |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |   .6077942   .6651411     0.91   0.361    -.6958584    1.911447
 hw_distance |   1.455054   .0419666    34.67   0.000     1.372801    1.537307
     dumage2 |  -1.084133   1.079292    -1.00   0.315    -3.199506     1.03124
     dumage3 |  -.3451576   1.081612    -0.32   0.750    -2.465077    1.774762
     dumage4 |  -2.187003   1.074776    -2.03   0.042    -4.293525   -.0804801
     duminc3 |  -1.706233   3.437122    -0.50   0.620    -8.442868    5.030403
     duminc4 |  -3.623363   3.354033    -1.08   0.280    -10.19715    2.950421
     duminc5 |  -.8218782   3.633946    -0.23   0.821    -7.944282    6.300525
     duminc6 |  -2.668607   3.233048    -0.83   0.409    -9.005265    3.668052
     duminc7 |  -1.400289   3.238931    -0.43   0.666    -7.748476    4.947899
     duminc8 |   -1.75664   3.311444    -0.53   0.596    -8.246951    4.733671
  dumpeople2 |   1.835994   1.777594     1.03   0.302    -1.648026    5.320014
  dumpeople3 |  -.0269477   1.904615    -0.01   0.989    -3.759925    3.706029
  dumpeople5 |   1.506303   1.938923     0.78   0.437    -2.293916    5.306523
       _cons |   6.562904   3.555298     1.85   0.065    -.4053529    13.53116
------------------------------------------------------------------------------



95

PS1990 Activity Frequency Model.

PS1990 Activity Frequency FGLS Model

Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression

Coefficients:  generalized least squares
Panels:        homoskedastic
Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Estimated covariances      =         1          Number of obs      =      1000
Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups   =         4
Estimated coefficients     =        17          Obs per group: min =         5
                                                               avg =   673.818
                                                               max =       808
                                                Wald chi2(16)      =     33.44
Log likelihood             = -3155.436          Prob > chi2        =    0.0064

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
activityfreq |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -.4136553   .3747702    -1.10   0.270    -1.148191    .3208808
 hw_distance |  -.5703518   .3675901    -1.55   0.121    -1.290815    .1501117
     dumage2 |   .4999923   .5948938     0.84   0.401    -.6659781    1.665963
     dumage3 |    .995387   .6452657     1.54   0.123    -.2693105    2.260084
     dumage4 |  -.1886713   .6142257    -0.31   0.759    -1.392531    1.015189
     duminc2 |   .1515214   1.601505     0.09   0.925     -2.98737    3.290413
     duminc3 |   1.883159   1.591854     1.18   0.237    -1.236817    5.003136
     duminc4 |   2.402433   1.629837     1.47   0.140    -.7919894    5.596855
     duminc5 |   1.403508   1.672842     0.84   0.401    -1.875203    4.682218
     duminc6 |   .5198257    1.55157     0.34   0.738    -2.521195    3.560847
     duminc7 |   1.420392   1.601886     0.89   0.375    -1.719246    4.560031
     duminc8 |    .572569   1.593946     0.36   0.719    -2.551508    3.696646
  dumpeople2 |    1.46955   .6727299     2.18   0.029     .1510232    2.788076
  dumpeople3 |  -.2941553   .7130336    -0.41   0.680    -1.691676    1.103365
  dumpeople4 |  -.0591774   .6703171    -0.09   0.930    -1.372975     1.25462
  dumpeople5 |   .4391553   1.305672     0.34   0.737    -2.119915    2.998226
       _cons |   6.182481   1.683649     3.67   0.000     2.882591    9.482372
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS2000 Activity Frequency Model.

PS2000 Activity Frequency FGLS Model

Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression

Coefficients:  generalized least squares
Panels:        homoskedastic
Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Estimated covariances      =         1          Number of obs      =      1000
Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups   =         5
Estimated coefficients     =        16          Obs per group: min =         1
                                                               avg =  390.5335
                                                               max =       568
                                                Wald chi2(15)      =    199.07
Log likelihood             = -2806.061          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
activityfreq |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -.4604191   .2677818    -1.72   0.086    -.9852618    .0644236
 hw_distance |  -.3615979   .1630053    -2.22   0.027    -.6810825   -.0421134
     dumage2 |   .3831069   .4020333     0.95   0.341     -.404864    1.171078
     dumage3 |   .6938396   .4100357     1.69   0.091    -.1098157    1.497495
     dumage4 |    1.56319   .4611354     3.39   0.001     .6593814    2.466999
     duminc2 |  -2.322959   1.738005    -1.34   0.181    -5.729387    1.083469
     duminc4 |   .1182632   .9408073     0.13   0.900    -1.725685    1.962212
     duminc5 |   2.084344   .8991366     2.32   0.020     .3220685    3.846619
     duminc6 |   1.231511   .8731972     1.41   0.158     -.479924    2.942946
     duminc7 |   .8976001   .8394389     1.07   0.285    -.7476699     2.54287
     duminc8 |   .6680898   .8237888     0.81   0.417    -.9465067    2.282686
  dumpeople2 |  -4.577891   .4673242    -9.80   0.000    -5.493829   -3.661952
  dumpeople3 |   -4.74469   .5132659    -9.24   0.000    -5.750672   -3.738707
  dumpeople4 |  -3.939722    .490158    -8.04   0.000    -4.900414    -2.97903
  dumpeople5 |  -3.867643   .5715585    -6.77   0.000    -4.987877   -2.747409
       _cons |   7.645545   .9706299     7.88   0.000     5.743145    9.547944
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS1990 Activity Duration Model.

PS1990 Activity Duration FGLS Model

Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression

Coefficients:  generalized least squares
Panels:        homoskedastic
Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Estimated covariances      =         1          Number of obs      =      1000
Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups   =         5
Estimated coefficients     =        17          Obs per group: min =        10
                                                               avg =   462.338
                                                               max =       638
                                                Wald chi2(16)      =    155.41
Log likelihood             = -7751.007          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    duration |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |   3.207356   36.21799     0.09   0.929    -67.77861    74.19332
 hw_distance |   17.28122   2.563042     6.74   0.000     12.25775    22.30469
     dumage2 |  -108.4716   58.22977    -1.86   0.062    -222.5998    5.656696
     dumage3 |  -22.73187   59.14302    -0.38   0.701    -138.6501    93.18631
     dumage4 |  -51.16803   67.71058    -0.76   0.450    -183.8783    81.54226
     duminc2 |  -155.5612   270.4875    -0.58   0.565    -685.7069    374.5845
     duminc3 |  -141.9745   262.8952    -0.54   0.589    -657.2396    373.2905
     duminc4 |   18.96578   268.3111     0.07   0.944    -506.9143    544.8459
     duminc5 |   48.12402   269.4294     0.18   0.858    -479.9479     576.196
     duminc6 |   -103.739   261.1099    -0.40   0.691     -615.505    408.0269
     duminc7 |    -17.306   262.6633    -0.07   0.947    -532.1166    497.5046
     duminc8 |   34.78993   263.4726     0.13   0.895    -481.6069    551.1867
  dumpeople2 |   385.5782   71.52948     5.39   0.000      245.383    525.7734
  dumpeople3 |   516.6307   73.75174     7.00   0.000     372.0799    661.1814
  dumpeople4 |   533.1244   77.79255     6.85   0.000     380.6538     685.595
  dumpeople5 |   591.6154   107.9718     5.48   0.000     379.9947    803.2362
       _cons |   510.9435   261.1728     1.96   0.050    -.9458397    1022.833
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS2000 Activity Duration Model.

PS2000 Activity Duration FGLS Model

Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression

Coefficients:  generalized least squares
Panels:        homoskedastic
Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Estimated covariances      =         1          Number of obs      =      1000
Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups   =         5
Estimated coefficients     =        16          Obs per group: min =        12
                                                               avg =   428.426
                                                               max =       618
                                                Wald chi2(15)      =    146.73
Log likelihood             =  -7783.41          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    duration |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -6.022196   37.76906    -0.16   0.873     -80.0482     68.0038
 hw_distance |   10.83188   1.704851     6.35   0.000     7.490437    14.17333
     dumage2 |  -138.7835   59.26818    -2.34   0.019     -254.947   -22.61999
     dumage3 |  -115.8576   58.56288    -1.98   0.048    -230.6387    -1.07647
     dumage4 |  -110.1335   65.38643    -1.68   0.092    -238.2886    18.02154
     duminc2 |   104.9798   298.3839     0.35   0.725     -479.842    689.8015
     duminc4 |  -152.2849   161.0689    -0.95   0.344    -467.9741    163.4042
     duminc5 |  -62.20375   153.7319    -0.40   0.686    -363.5128    239.1053
     duminc6 |   .7323535    152.347     0.00   0.996    -297.8623     299.327
     duminc7 |  -.5740951   149.4572    -0.00   0.997    -293.5049    292.3567
     duminc8 |   .9709524   146.9077     0.01   0.995    -286.9629    288.9048
  dumpeople2 |     364.31   64.20929     5.67   0.000     238.4621    490.1579
  dumpeople3 |    453.694    75.4634     6.01   0.000     305.7885    601.5996
  dumpeople4 |   476.7988   72.00051     6.62   0.000     335.6804    617.9172
  dumpeople5 |   558.3642   83.32852     6.70   0.000     395.0433    721.6851
       _cons |   472.5622   156.1695     3.03   0.002     166.4756    778.6488
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS1990 Travel Time Model.

PS1990 Travel Time FGLS Model

Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression

Coefficients:  generalized least squares
Panels:        homoskedastic
Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Estimated covariances      =         1          Number of obs      =      1000
Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups   =         5
Estimated coefficients     =        17          Obs per group: min =        10
                                                               avg =   462.338
                                                               max =       638
                                                Wald chi2(16)      =   1312.44
Log likelihood             =  -3401.99          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  traveltime |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |  -.6042763   .4679189    -1.29   0.197     -1.52138    .3128279
 hw_distance |   1.153266   .0331133    34.83   0.000     1.088365    1.218167
     dumage2 |   -.431438   .7523003    -0.57   0.566     -1.90592    1.043043
     dumage3 |  -1.335679    .764099    -1.75   0.080    -2.833285    .1619279
     dumage4 |   .0561915   .8747878     0.06   0.949    -1.658361    1.770744
     duminc2 |  -.2600407   3.494567    -0.07   0.941    -7.109265    6.589184
     duminc3 |  -3.914753   3.396478    -1.15   0.249    -10.57173    2.742221
     duminc4 |   .9304426   3.466449     0.27   0.788    -5.863673    7.724558
     duminc5 |   .7877225   3.480897     0.23   0.821     -6.03471    7.610155
     duminc6 |  -.3226077   3.373413    -0.10   0.924    -6.934375    6.289159
     duminc7 |  -1.110929   3.393482    -0.33   0.743    -7.762032    5.540174
     duminc8 |  -.5149787   3.403938    -0.15   0.880    -7.186574    6.156617
  dumpeople2 |  -.8125089   .9241261    -0.88   0.379    -2.623763    .9987449
  dumpeople3 |  -.0961019   .9528367    -0.10   0.920    -1.963628    1.771424
  dumpeople4 |  -2.076978   1.005042    -2.07   0.039    -4.046824   -.1071324
  dumpeople5 |   1.502899   1.394943     1.08   0.281    -1.231138    4.236937
       _cons |   10.91844   3.374226     3.24   0.001     4.305082    17.53181
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PS2000 Travel Time Model.

PS2000 Travel Time FGLS Model

Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression

Coefficients:  generalized least squares
Panels:        homoskedastic
Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Estimated covariances      =         1          Number of obs      =      1000
Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups   =         5
Estimated coefficients     =        16          Obs per group: min =        12
                                                               avg =   428.426
                                                               max =       618
                                                Wald chi2(15)      =   2885.68
Log likelihood             = -3614.395          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  traveltime |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      gender |   .1533334   .5841923     0.26   0.793    -.9916624    1.298329
 hw_distance |   1.399206   .0263698    53.06   0.000     1.347522    1.450889
     dumage2 |   1.195602   .9167296     1.30   0.192    -.6011549    2.992359
     dumage3 |   .8725422   .9058203     0.96   0.335     -.902833    2.647917
     dumage4 |   .1713223   1.011364     0.17   0.865    -1.810914    2.153558
     duminc2 |  -1.077887   4.615248    -0.23   0.815    -10.12361    7.967833
     duminc4 |   -2.06883    2.49133    -0.83   0.406    -6.951746    2.814086
     duminc5 |  -2.043635   2.377846    -0.86   0.390    -6.704128    2.616857
     duminc6 |  -3.487212   2.356425    -1.48   0.139     -8.10572    1.131296
     duminc7 |  -3.345657   2.311727    -1.45   0.148    -7.876559    1.185245
     duminc8 |  -2.197625   2.272292    -0.97   0.333    -6.651236    2.255986
  dumpeople2 |   -.255193    .993156    -0.26   0.797    -2.201743    1.691357
  dumpeople3 |   .5248682   1.167229     0.45   0.653    -1.762858    2.812595
  dumpeople4 |  -1.449736   1.113667    -1.30   0.193    -3.632483      .73301
  dumpeople5 |  -1.898345   1.288882    -1.47   0.141    -4.424508    .6278179
       _cons |    11.5508   2.415549     4.78   0.000     6.816406    16.28518
------------------------------------------------------------------------------


